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·_Young Wild West -Oustlno· the Outlaws
OR, THE CLEAN UP AT FANCY FLAT

'

By AN OLD SCOUT

'
could, when I found he had vtentv of money to
pay his bills. He says his name is Hawkins."
The woman certainly spoke l.oud enou11:h for
Youn.e: Wild West, the well-known bov hero
and Champion Deadshot of the West, accom- the man to hear what she said. But he never
panied by his two partners and the 11:irls, stopped once turned his head, and kept on readin11: his
at a ranch at the side of a well-beaten trail in paper. Young Wild West stepped back: nodthe northwestern part of New Mexico, one dav at din.e: to the widow, who had taken such pride in
noon, a few yel!,rs ag,o, when conditions were saying that she was boss of the· ranch, he said:
"Well, Mrs. Stephens, you seem to have a /
rather wild in that part of the country. The
ranch house . and other buildin11:s were close to pretty comfortable place here, so I reckon we'll
the trail, and when they ,saw a . rude sif?Il de- stop a while. Can you furnish us with someclaring that "Accommodations, for Travelers" thin~ to eat and plenty of it? "
"I reckon I kin," was the reply. "I killed six
could be found there, they did not hesitate to
halt and dismount before the door of the house. chickens this mornin'. thinkin' · as somebody
They were promptly met by a rather stout wo- would come along by Sunday. Mr. Hawkins is
man, rather red-faced, with neatly-combed hair, mighty fond of chicken, too. He says he kin eat
and conspicuous in a red and white calico dress, it every day."
Wild was standing so he could see the man
who informed them that she was the Widow
Stephens, and that she was the boss of the ranch, inside, . and he watched to see if he would take
and that she would be only too .e:lad to furnish any note of what the· widow ·said. But apparentLv he was so interested in, his newspaper that he
them with about anything, they wanted.
"This is the Lone Trail Ranch," she added. as went on reading just the same.
"My man ain't here jest now. I sent him over
she looked the .e:irls over with a critical eve.
"My husband died a year ·a go, an' since that time the creek to hunt up Sollie cows what strayed
I've been tryin' to make a livin' by runnin' the away yistllrday. But you hav~ .e:ot a couple of
ranch myself. I've found that I kin do putty heathens, so I reckon you'll manage to put away
good by sellin' eatin', drinkin' an' lodgin's to your horses all ri_e:ht. Come ri2:ht around the
travelers, cause quite ~ few of 'em passes along house an' I'll show you where to put 'em."
The two Chinamen she referred to 'were Hop
Lonesome Trail these days.''
"So it is called Lonesome Trail. is it?" Young Wah and Wing Wah, brothers, typical of their
Wild West asked, as he walked toward the door race, who were in the employ of Young Wild
~ West and his friend,s in the capacity of handy
of the house and took a look; inside.
"Yes; that's 'cause it runs so far .through ther - man and cook. The widow lost no time in walkravine, where it's so dark an' 11:loomy. I s'pose ing around the corner of the house, and then
you sorter noticed it when you come through?" she beckoned them all to follow her.
"Come on, girls," the young' deadshot called
"Oh, yes. We noticed it all ri11:ht. But we
are very often compelled to ride through -places out, smilingly. "The widow wants to show us
very similar, so we don't mind anything, like where to put our horses.''
Right here it will be well to state that the
that."
The boy leaned partly throu,th the doorway "girls" were Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired
as he ceased speaking. There was a man sitting sweetheart of Young Wild West: Anna, the wife
inside readinl? a newspaper, and it was the in- of Cheyenne Charlie.-- and Eloise Gardner, the
•
~ifference he showed at the arrival of strangers ·sweetheart of Jim Dart."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were so well
that caused the boy to be inquisitive enou.e:h to
known as the partners of dashing Youn/? Wild
try and get a better loo)i: at him.
"Don't bother about him," the Widow Stephens West that it is hardly necessary to state it now.
said, smiliµgly. "He's one of the funniest men The party had struck the ranch by mere acci-1
I ever met. He came here . two days ago an' dent while on one of the horseback trips throuirh
asked if he could stop a while. I told him he the wildest parts of the country in search of
CHAPTER L-Lone Trail Ranch.
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excitement and adventure that Young- Wild West
was famous for. They had not even known that
it was Lonesome Trail that they were following-,
but when they came in sig-ht of the ranch it was
not strang-e that they should think of stoppinJ!: .
there to get somethini:r to eat for the change it
would afford them. The Chines~ cook usually
prepared about everything- they ate, but whenever they found a good opportunity to eat the
provender that some other P"ood cook was able
to put up for them they usually did so.
Young Wild West was a close student of human nature. and he could ol't!tty well judge the
character of a person by looking them over and
listening to their talk. He had already decided
that the Widow Stephens was an honest woman,
bent upon getting along- by hard work, and for
that reason only the boy would have been more
han willing to stop and pay her well for what
she served them.
Not far distant from the back oi the house
was a ramshackle barn with a long shed attached ·to it. It was to the shed that the widow
led them. Boxes were ranged along with halters
attached to them.
"Here you are," she said, nodding to Cheyenne
Charlie as if she took it for granted that he
must be the leader of the party. "If you ain't
goin,.. to stay any longer than to git dinner I
s'pose this will be a good enough place for the
horses. If you was goin' to stay over night you
could turn 'em out in the corral over there."
"This will do for the present, I think," Wild
answered, as Charlie looked at him and made no
reply.
"All right. But say, young feller, it seems
that you're the one who does all the _talkin'.
Ain't that man got nothin' to say about it?"
"He can say anything- he likes or as much
of it as he cares to," was the reply. "But somehow he, like the rest, generally leaves it to me
to do the talking."
"That's mighty funny. Why, you're nothin' but
a boy."
''I can't help that, Mrs. Stephens. If I live
lonP- enough perhaps Cll be a man some day."
"Oh, there ain't no doubtin' that," and the
widow nodded as if she was dead certain of it.
"You're big enough an' i:rood-lookin' enough to
be a man now, I s'pose. But that face of yours
tells me that you ain't never voted yet."
"You have g-ot that right, Mrs. Stephens."
"Say, wielder," the scout spoke up, a grin on
his face, "I reckon you don't know jest who
you're talkin' to."
· "What's that?" and the woman turned to him
sharply.
"Don't think I'm gittin' too fresh by talkin' to
you this way. I always do that, an'. !..,can't help
it whether anybody likes it or not. nut I was
jest I tellin' you that you didn't know who you
was talkin' to. That's Young Wild West, the
Champion Deadshot. Now maybe you kin understand why we're willin' to let him do all the
talkin' wlfen we're makin' arrani:rements for anything."
"Young Wild West, eh?" the widow said, as
if she was trying to collect her thoUl!,'hts. "Seems
to me I heard my husband say somethin' about
him a couple of years ago. It was about a gang
of rustlers what got corraled, an' if I ain't mis-

taken he said Young Wild West was the one
as done it."
"It sartinly was Younjl' Wild West," Cheyenne
Charlie declared. "He's rounded up so many
rustlers an' outlaws an' bad Injuns that I though~
most everybody what had lived here as loni:r as
five years oughter know somethin' about him."
"I reckon he didn't do much in that line , five
years ago," and the widow smiled. "He was
too young- then."
"Don't you think nothin' like that, wictder.
'Wild started in mighty voung. He was able to
hit a five-cent piece with a rifle at two hundred
feet when he was only ten years old. He kin do
a blamed sig-ht more than that now. He kin
Pick the eye out of a lame coyote at a hundred
yards, an' he kin open a bottle of l!:"inger-oon
with his revolver at the same distance. Now
then, I reckon you -know who you have been talkin' to."
"I'm glad I know it, too," the woman declared.
"S'pose, since you have started in, that you tell
me who the rest of 'em are."
"I'll do that mig-hty quick, wielder," and Charlie
promptly did so, even introducing her to the
two Chinamen.
.
But the Widow Stephens did not seem to take
a itreat deal of stock in Hop and Wing. She
looked at them rather scornfully.
"You want to itit a rousin' good dinner, I
s'pose," she said, as she watch'ed them unsaddling- their horses.
.
"That's it, Mrs. Stephens," our hero spoke
up. "It isn't necessary to tell you that we're
pretty hungry, and generally are around meal
times. Chicken will do all right, and see that you
have plenty of it. We don't mind the cost."
"Oh, don't think that I'm itoin' to charge you
more than what the grub is worth. You'll have
all the chicken you want, an' plenty of mashed
potatoes an' good itravy to go with it. I've got
some fresh home-made bread, too, an' there's
plenty of milk. If you don't git enough to eat
at the Lone Trail Ranch it's 'cause you don't
want it, · that's all."
Then she nodded to the girls and added:
"I reckon you gals kin come on in the house
with me. When they - git through they kin come ~ ..
in, too. Most lik.ely they'll be wantin' a little somethin' in the way of liquor. I've got plenty
of it in the house, an' I've got a government
license, too, so there ain't nobody as kin come
down an' say I'm <loin' anythin' that's again
the law."
The itirls rather liked the widow, and when
Arietta took her by the arm and jokingly proceeded to escort her back to the house, M.rs.
Stephens showed undisguised pleasure.
Wild and his partners assisted the two Chinamen in relieving the pack-horses of their loads,
and then all hands went-to the pile of hay that
was not far distant and brought enough of it
to the eight horses to satisfy their wants for
a while.
"We'll give 'em a drink afore we start, W_ild,"
Cheyenne Charlie observed, as he nodded toward
the steeds, which seemed to be glad at 11:ettln~
a chance at the hay.
"That's riitht, Charlie. But ~ was just thinking that since the widow seems to be so ag-ree-
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able, and she has such a peculiar sort of g,ue's t,
we mig,ht remain here until to-morrow morning,."
"Is that so, Wild?" and Charlie. looked at
him ea.,.erly. "Do you know, I was wishin' that
we might stay here till that time, too. It ain't
much of a ranch, as far as stock is concerned,
but it seems to be a comfortable sort of place.
What kind of a lookin' galoot is that feller you
was lookin' at in the house?"
"Oh, he seems to be quite an ordina'}-y man.
At the first glance I thought he was a: native
of this part of the country. But when I -iook
a closer look ·I became satisfied that he wasn't,
but that he's trying to make himself appear to
be. But he must be a pretty cool hand, Charlie,
for he just kept on reading the paper, no matter
what was said. I reckon we'll «et acquainted
with him in a few minutes, and then we'll find
out more about him."
A few minute:, later they all went to the
house, the Chinamell included. Instead of «o-·
insr by the back door, as the girls had. they
• went around to t he front. They could all hear
the gfrls laughing, and talking- with the widow
in the rear room, and when Wild looked in the
doorway and saw the man &ittinsr in about the
same p·o sition and still purs11ing- the newspaper,
he nodded to his partners and said:
" Come on, boys, I reckon we'll iro inside. This
must be what they call the reception room."
"Reception room is good." Cheyenne Charlie
answered, with a laugh. "That's the first time I
ever heard tell of sich a room bein' in a ranch
house." '
Tney walked in, and not until they irot right
before him -did the man raise his eyes from the
newspaper.
"How are you, gentlemen?" he said, rather
stiffly. "Going to stop at the Lone Ranch for
dinner, eh?"
"I reckon so, stranger," Youn11: Wild West retorted, in his cool and easy way. "I see you have
been very much absorbed in that newspaper."
"You have 11:ot that dead rig,ht, :v-oung fellow.
It ain't very often I ,tet hold of a newspaper
that's very fresh. This one happens to be only
about a week old, and as it comes from Chica11:o,
the place where I was born, it's natural that I
want to read all there is in it, the advertisements included."
Wild was takinl? a l?OOd look at the man's face ·
while he was talking.
A scraggy black beard and a rather red nose
made the rest of the face look very much out
of place, for the forehead was quite white -and
the skin smooth. The cheeks were rather red,
too, and the fact that he was not sunburned
was quite enou11:h to convince the young deadshot that }le had not been a very long time in
that part I of the country. Havinl? nothing else
to 'do, our friends sat down, the two Chinamen
walking in and taking seats at the further end
f the room. The man with the newspaper looked
at them keenly for a moment, and then went
on reading.
It was not lonl? before the widow came in.
"Well, Young Wild West," she said, nodding
to our hero, "I reckon that maybe you would
like to have l!t>methin' in the way of irood liauor.

s·

I've got Plenty of it. I've got good old Kentucky
whisky that can't be beat."
Wild paid no attention to her as she was
speaking, for he had his eyes :.xed upon the face
of the man who was reading. At the mention of
his name the iruest of the ranch gave a start
and then flashed one quick 11:lance at the boy.
But when he found he was being looked at he
went right on reading again.
"Mrs. Stephens," Wild answered smilingly,. "it
happens that I never take anything in the way
of liquor, and neither does Jim Dart. I don't
know about Cheyenne Charlie, though. Sometimes he feels the necessity of taking something
strong, and if he cares to now it is his business."
"Me likee lillee dlop of tang-lefoot, Mister
Wild," a voice piped from the corner of the room.
It was Hop Wah, who was known as Young Wild
West's Dlever Chinee because of his ability to
perform wonderful sleight-of-hand tricks, who
spoke.
"Give the heathen somethin' to drink, widder,"
the scout spoke up, laughingly. "The first thing
you know he'll be havin' sich a pain that he'll be
rollin' all over the floor, an' then he'll h'ave to be
fed about a pint of tanglefoot to git him out of it." ·
"Well, I don't want nothin' like that to happen,
so I reckon I'd better hurry up a little," and the
widow, taking it for .a joke, drew a bunch of keys
from the pocket of her dress and Quickly left the
room.
A couple of minutes laier she came back to the
door and called out:
"Say, you people who want a drink kin come
right this way."
Charlie promptly arose to fl.is feet, and Hop was
right after him.
•
"Maybe my fool blother likee havee lillee dlink,
too," the latter said, as he grinned at him.
"Maybe he would. Come on, Wing," the scout
called out.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie, me takee lillee bit,
so be. Me no likee gittee dlunk allee samee my
blother."
When the two Chinamen had folla.wed the scout ·
from the room the man threw his paper upon 'the
table, and then looking at Jim• Dart, said:
"Which of you is Young Wild West?"
"There he is right there," Dart answered, quickly, jerking his thumb toward the youn.e: deadshot.
Both knew he :had known this all the time, and
that the question had merely been asked to start
up the conversation.
.
·
"I'm glad to meet you, Young Wild West," and
then the guest of the ranch arose and offered his
hand.
Our hero promptly accepted it, and then Jim
got his turn.
"My name is Hawkins," the man went on, as
he dropped back into his chair. "I'm up this way
on a little business. Pretty cozy place, this ranch,
isn't it?"
"It struck '\IS that way," Wild answered, as he
picked up the paper the m·a n fl.ad been reading,
"So this is a newspaper from Chicago, eh?"
"Yes, that's right."
"Well, I don't very often see one. I'll look it
over, if you have no objections."
·"Go ahead and help yourself. I have no objections in the least, Young Wild West."

•
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.. Wild .had j.u&t become interested in the newspaper when the clatter of hoofs sounded outside.
All three turned and looked out of the window,
and when Hawkins saw half a dozen horsemen
riding 'Up, he gave a nod ancl said:
"More guests for dinner, I l'eckon. I hope there
is somebody in the bunch that I have seen before."

CHAPTER II.-A Little Rumpus at the Ranch.
The horsemen numbered just six, and they were
all rough-looking fellows and might have been
cowboys or men of that locality engaged in some
other occupation. They made lots of noise as .they
dismounted, and appeared to be well acquamted
with the place. The Widow Stephens came ou11
of the room that was across the narrow hall from
the one in which Young Wild West, Jim Dart and
Hawkim wer1; standing and promptly made her
way to the little porch outside.
.
Cheyenne Charlie followed. her, and ~hen_ ~1ld
and Jim went out also, leavmg Hawkms ms1de.
"Hello, gal!" .one of the horsemen called out,
familiarly, and then he attempted to chuck the
widcw under the chin.
But she drew back haughtily, and quicklr gave
him to .µndersta_nd that he must behave h1ms~lf.
"Don't git too fresh, Hank Pelter," she cried,
indi~antly. "If you want food or anythinir else
I've got to sell, you ·kin •have it, so long as you
have got the mol!ey to pay Jor it. But jest keep
your hands away from me.
"Never mind, gal," was the laughing retort.. "I
was only foolin'. That's a way I, have. I ~1ke
fine-lookin' women, you know. You re the putt1est
one· in these "here parts, an' I can't help tellin'
yoa so."
Then he saw Young WHd West and his partners
standing just outside the door.
"Hello " he added, turnihg to the widow in sur' have you got h e1·e.?"
prise, "who
"Some folks stopped here to git dinner, Hank,"
the widow ans.,wered, quickly. "It's Young Wild
West an' his friends. Maybe you have heard of
Young Wild West."
"Can't say I have," was the retort, though the
start he gave as the mention ?f our her?'s name
made it evident that he was lymg about 1t.
"What about him, anyhow?" he added, and then
he looked keenly at the young deadshot.
•
"There ain't riothin'• about him, any more than
he stopped here, an' I'm glad of it," the Widow
Stephens answered.
"Oh, you're gla<l: when anybody sto:ps h~re. All
you're lookin' for 1s the money you km git out of
'em. What have 1ou got good for dinner to-day?"
"Chicken, an' plenty of it."
"Good! That will jest sui.t us, won't it, boys?"
"You kin bet it will," chorused the men with
him, as they were tying their horses to a rail
that was in front of the porch .
."I'm goin' to have somethin' to wet my whistle.
Come on, boys," and so saying the man called
Hank Pelter started for the door. He was in so
much of a hurry that he pushed Wild and Jim
aside as if they had amounted to nothing at all.
and passed on into the room in which the widow
.J.ad taken the scout and the two Chinamen a

short time before. The two boys did not like it
very muc_h, but neither of them .said anything
just then. But Wild promptly started in. after
the man, and Jim and Charlie went right after
him. There was nothin.sr in the room jn the wayof a bat', but there were three tables and pleni.y
of chairs, as well as a bench that extended nearly the whole length of the room at one side. At
one of the tables sat Hop and Win.sr. a bottle
and some glasses before them. The moment hls
eyes lit upon the two Chinamen Hank Pelter
stopped still in tracks.
'
"H~llo!" he exclaimed as though he was very
much surprised. "What do you call this? A couple of heathens sittin' here jest as if they was
white men, an' they've got a bottle of whisky on
the table, too. Wow! Yip! Yip, Yip. Hurry uo,
boys! There's goin' to be some fun."
"Whattee mattee ?" Hop asked, as he quicklv
arose to his feet and made out that he was very
much frightened. "Melican man -allee samee clazy, so be."
"Keepee still, my bJother," advised Wing, and
then he, too, arose, but stepped · back in the direction of a door that was at the further eJJd of
the room.
Our three friends appeared to pay
no attention to the friends of the man, bat filed
in and took seats n6t far from where Hop was
standing. The rest of the gang came runnin.sr into the room in answer to the shout of their leader, and when they saw the two Chinamen a yell
went up.
"Widder," said Hank Pelter, as the owner of
the ranch came in, "what in thunder are you
doin' with two heathens here?"
-"They came with Younir Wild West an' hts
friends," was the quick reply. "I reckon they
must be all right or they wouldn't be with 'em."
"I don't care who they came with. It ain't
right. They might be l('ood enough to do rough
work or wash clothes, but they ain't good enough
to stay in a room an' drink whisky, not • while
I'm in it."
Hearing this, Wing lost no time in making an
exit.
"There goes one of 'em," cried one of Hank's
followers. "I reckon I'd better ketch him an'
fetch him back."
"That's right; go on, Tim."
Tim, as he was called, made a start to run after Wing. But he did not iret more than -six feet
before he was stopped. Young Wild West ste1>ped squarely in front of him, and shaking a finger at him, said:
"Let the Chinaman alone."
"What's that?" the man cried angrily. "What
are you interferin' for, kid? I! you don't look
out I'll bore a hole clean throuirh you."
• !'J am not afraid of anything like that haopenin.sr ," was the cool reply. "You just let the
two Chinamen alone. They are not inf.erfering
with you, and I'll 'guarantee that they won't,
either."
"Tim, that's Young Wild West talkin'' to yer,"
spoke up the leader, with a sneer. "Didn't vou
hear the wielder say it was Young Wild West?"
"I reckon I don't care who it is," was the angry retort. "He says for me to let the heathens
alone. But that don't say I've got to do it 7"
"No, of course not."
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"Gentlemen, don't act this way," implored the
widow, who was getting friJ.?:htened. "These people are very nice, I'm sure. They've stopped here
and ordered dinner. You have no ·right to interfere with them in any way. If the heathens are
with them they must be let alone."
"Keep still, gal. Don't you be afraid. I reckon
·you know us putty well. We're all l?OOd fellers,
an' we 1?enerally have our own way about things.
If anything .gets broke in your house I'll see to
it that it's paid for."
The man called Tim attempted to pass Wild,
showing that he was bent upon ·going in pursuit
of Wing. As quick as a flash Wild reached · out
with his left hand and catching- him by the
shoulder swunl? him around so .Quickly that he
almost lost his balance. A push and he went
back squarely into the arms of Hank Pelter, the
leader.
"I didn't. thi;k a whole lot of you fellows when
I first set eyes .on you," the young deadshot said,
in his cool and easy wav. " Now then, since you
have shown plainly that you intend to make
trouble, I want to warn you. You just keep the
thing g-oing- and something- will happen to you.
I am g-iving- you my word for it. ¥ ou are not
l?Oinl? to touch the heathens, so that settles it."
·' Let me git at him," roared Tim, as he recovered himself. Then he pulled a gun from the
holster at his side and started straight for the
young- deadshot. But Cheyenne Charlie was prettv close to him at the time and out went his
foot with full force, catching- the fellow behind
one of his knees and upsettinl? him completely.
At the same moment the scout reached out and
wrenched the revolver from his hand.
"Much obliged to you, Cha,rlie," Wild said,
smilingly, "but you needn't have taken all that
trouble. I was just going to put a bullet through
his wrist."
Then a revolver flashed in Wild's hand and the
muzzle of it was pointed directly at Hank Pelter's breast.
"If you fellows don't behave~ yourselves you
have itot to get out of here," he said, his eyes
flashing. "Now what are you l?Oing to do abou ~
.
it?''
Jim- Dart drew a revolver the instant he saw
Wild do it, and Charlie prgmptly turned the one
he had taken from the hand of Tim toward the
.
villains.
"Stop, stop!" shouted the widow excitedly.
"Don't go to shootin' here. I've jest had the room
cleaned, an' I don't want it all mussed up an'
the walls filled with bullet holes."
"Take it easy, Mrs. Stephens," advised Wild,
without looking at her. "These fellows came inhere to ·have a high old time. Just because we
happened to be here they thoug-ht the y would
nave some fun with us. They started in at the
Chinamen, and no doubt they felt pretty certain
that somebody would take it up for them. They
have found out that such is the case. Now, then,
if they don't behave themselves they ave l?Ot to
get out."
"Go on, Hank. Take the boys .,.;ith you an' $!CO
on out," the widow cried. "Young Wild West
an' his friends was here first, an' you ain't got
.no right to come here an' interfere with 'em."
"It seems mighty funny if a feller can't have
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a little fun witl a couple of heathens without
guns bein' pullea, > Hank retorted with a shrug
of his shoulders. "Them two boys an' that man
has go, the drop on Its. Of course if we start
to do anythinl? they'll shoot. They've 1?ot it all
their own . way, so I reckon we'll behave our·~<;elves."
"That shows that you have ·pretty l?Ood sense,"
Wild ~torted, a s he quickly dropped his revolver
back into the holster. · "Now then, you are at
liberty to go ahead and get what you came in
here for. But just mind your own business and
,don't · interfere with any of us."
. Jim Dart put away his g-un, but Charlie •held
the one he had taken from the villain called Tim
and acted as if he intended to keep it a while. The six men remained standinl!.' as if thev were
undecided what to do. But the widow, who had
now become somewhat reassured, quickl v asked
them what they would have and then Hank
called for whisky.
" Set right down at them twb hbles over
there," the woman said, coaxingly. "I'm glad
this is all settled. It was a mistake, Hank Pelter. You Hadn't ought to have bothered with the
heathens. They're with Young Wild West. an'
that shows they must be all right, 'cause everv
one who has P '\rd of Young Wild West knows
he wouldn't l.~.-e no one with him who wasn't all
. ri1?ht."
"I don't care nothin' about Young- Wild West
or the heathens, eitqer," was the retort. "If we
made a little mistake it ain't no more than an.v
one is a15"t to do. But this ain't settled vet, not
·
by a jugful."
"When you get ready to settle it, Hank, just
say the word," Wild spoke up, laughinl?IY. "I
have an idea that you're nothing but a big bluffer, anyhow. You haven't enough sand in vou to
ta!ce the edge from a razor. There's a yellow
streak in you, too. I can see it. sticking out
plainly."
" What's that?" roared the ruffian, his e:ves
blazing with fury. "You dare to say there's a
yaller streak in me? Why, kid, I'll eat you up,
clothes an' all."
He started towa-rd the boy, doublinl? his fists
as he did so. Wild was just in the humor for a
little game of fisticuffs, and without the least
bit of hesitation he stepped forward and struck
the man a blow upon the breast, sending- him
staggering half way across the room.
"If ~you're lookinl!.' for fight, come on," he said,
tantalizingly, a s he bel!.'an dancing- a bout him.
" Soak him good, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
cried. "Knock the stuffin' out of him. He's what
I call a no-g-ood · scoundrel. He's jest the cut of
a human brute with a fork ed tail."
But Wild did not need to be told what to do.
Such a well t rained athlete as he was and cool
to the utmost limit, he knew perfectly well what
is · what. Hank was not altogether a coward.
Even though the blow had been a hard one, he
·l!.'athered himself together rather quickly, and,
lowerinl? his head , made a rush for the boy. But
Wild side-stepped and caused him to miss, and
then he caug-ht him by the back of the neck
with a left swing that sent him to the flo ,r upon
hia face .
At this juncture Hawkins appeared in '.he
0
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doorway. There was a peculiar smile on his
face, and nodding to those present, he said:
"Gentlemen, I hope I am not interfering. I always like to see a boxinl? bout."
"That's all rig-ht, Mr. Hawkins," the young
deadshot answered, shooting- a quick glance at
him. "I reckon there isn't 1!.'0inl!.' to be much boxin,r about this. This sneakinl!.' coyqte wants to
eat me, clothes and all, and I am not l!.'<>ing- to
be fool enoug-h to let him do it. Just watch me,
and see how soon I'll put him to sleep."
"Oh, he's g-ot enoug-h now. But maybe he don't
know it," was the retort. Charlie kept toyingwith the tevolver he had taken from Tim and as
the muzzle of it was pointed in the direction of
the rest of the gang, none of them attempted
to lend assistance to their leader. They could
tell by the actions of the scout-that he would
be apt to shoot without warning. Hank was a
little slow about g-etting up so Hawkins stepped
Over and iaking him by the arm assisted him
upon his feet.
"There you are," he said nodding- to him and
steppin,r back. "I guess you are not knocked
out yet. Go ahead and eat the boy. You certainly look as thoug-h you oug-ht to be able to
do it with your appetite."
"This ain't none of your business, strang-er,"
was the retort. "That kid is mighty quick, an'
he hit me a couple of times when I wasn't lookin'. But I'll g-it him this time, an' then if you
want any of it I'll iit you too."
"All right, when you get throug-h with Young
Wild West .y ou just turn your attention to me.
I think I'll be able to handle you with the end
of my little finger by that time."
Hawkins laul!.'hed lil!.'htly and stepped back to
the doorway, where he coolly rolled a cigarette
and proceeded to light it. But in spite of his
boasts, Hank was in no hurrv about tackling
the young- deadshot again. He made all sorts of
threatening g-estures but ··never moved an inch
toward him. Wild was standing in about the
center of the room his arms folded across his
chest. Botli Charlie and Jim were keeping a
sharp watch on the rest of the ~ang, while Hon
had taken a seat at the table and was keeping
well back out of harm's way. '
"Boys," Hank called out, after he had spat
upon his hands, "it does seem a shame for me
to hurt this kid. You all know as well as anything that if I git my hands on him it will be the
last of him. Why, I'd git so mad that I'd chuck
him down on the floor so hard that I'd break
every bone in his body. I don't know whether
I oughter do it or not."
"See here, you big bluffer," Wild exclaimed,
his eyes flashing, "I've heard" just about enouirh
of this. I've hit you twice already and I am
going to hit you once more if it is the last thing
I ever do. Now then, put up your hands andlook out for your teeth, for I am .11:oinl? to try
and knock some of them -0own your throat."
Hank put up his hands all right but he stepped
back. That did him no good, for Wild followed
him and when he was within two feet of the
wall the young deadshot let drive his ri.11:ht fist.
The blow caught the villain squarely in the
mouth and Hank's head hit the wall with such
force as to jar the ·w:1ole room. He threw out

his arms to keep from falling and then began
spitting out blood and teeth.
. "Ah!" the young deadshot said smilinJr)y. "You
didn't swallow the teeth, eh? Spitting them out,
I see. Well, I reckon I'll have to hit you again."
"Hold on, hold on!" came the reply. "I've
1/.'0t enou.R"h. I thought I knowed how to fi_g-ht.
But what am I goin' to do if you won't let me
hit yer? Stop it, stop it."
"There's the yaller streak plalner than it was
afort!, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie cried. "I wonder
if any of the others wants to have a little fight.
I'm jest ready for it. Wow, wow! Whoopee,
whoopee!"
"Gentlemen, I wouldn't do any more of this
if I were you", Hawkins advised stepping from
the doorway and holding up both hands. "It's
a shame to hit such !ellow.s. They are altogether
too innocent."
This cau~ed Char~e _and Jjm to• laugh heartily,
and the widow, thmkmg it was now about all
over, breathed a si_g-h of relief.
"Velly muchee fun, so be," Hop Wah said nodding- to her. "Misler Wild fi_g-htee velly m~chee
hard. He lickee thlee, fou._r bad Meli.can men.
He no aflaid of ;tnythinl?. Shootee velly muchee
stlaight, too. Ketchee bad Melican men and puttee in plison."
"What are you talkin_g- about, heathen?" Hawkins asked, lookinl? sharply at the Chinaman.
"Young Wild West has no idea of putting any of
·
these fellows in prison, has he?"
"Me no knowee lat. Maybe ley ought to be in
·
plison."
The six rascals looked at each other in a way
that told how uneasy they felt at hearinl? such
remarks.
"Mrs. Stephens, I reckon you had better give
Hank somethin_g- to rinse out his mouth," our
h~re sug-gested. "The poor fellow has lost about
three of his teeth, if I judge rightly. I am 'rather
sorry for it, but he brought it all on himself,
coine, Hank, get a little water . and rinse out
.
YOU mouth."
Then he took hold of the villain's arm and
Hank went willinl?lY with him to the rear door.
The widow was not lon_g- in 1?etting a basin of
water as well as a glass filled· with the same,
and then Hank proceeded to rinse his mouth as
well as he could.
CHAPTER

111.-Hawkins Lets Wild Know His
Business.

Young Wild West was satisled that there
would be no further trouble for a while, anyhow,
so he nodded to his partners and &aid:
"Well, boys, I reckon we ha,: better l?O in and
see how the girls are makinl? out. I have an idea
that dinner will be- ready pretty soon." .
"Yours will be ready in about twenty minutes,"
the widow spoke up. "My cook is hustlin' in the
kitchen, a11.' she knows jest what to do. You
don't mind if Mr. Hawkins sets at the same
table with you, do you, Youn_g- Wild West?"
"Not a bit," was the reply. "But I don't care
to sit at a table with such fellows as these are,"
and he nodded toward the ruffianly lookinl? men.
"Oh, I can't g-it their dinner ready right away.
anyhow, so you l?O right in the dinin' '"""m ."
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"Come, Young Wild West," Hawkins spoke up .
· "I know the house prettv well by this tim~. I'll
show you where the dining room is .. The widow
calls it a dining room, but I suppose it could be
called a sitting room as well. It is the biggest
• room in the house, anyhow, and she's got it
• fi:xed up in pretty good shape."
• Charlie and Jim were always ready and willing to do anything the young deadshot suggested,
so they followed him as he went out of-the room
with Hawkins.
Hop chose to remain, for he had not the least
fear that the rascally gang would harm after
what had .happened.
·
The girls were in the rather small front room
that -Hawkins had been sitting in when they arrived.
"Well, are you satisfied now'!" Arietta asked,
smiling at her young lover as she arose to meet
him. "We p.eard the racket in the other part of
the house and c<_mld easily guess about what was
going on. I suppose you had to fight with some
one, the same as you always clo."
"It wasn't my fault, Et," the young deadshot
answered smilingJy. "You can ask Charlie or Jim
as to that."
"Sartinly it. wasn't his fault, Arietta," the
scout spoke up. "It never is his fault when he
gits in a fignt. Them sneakin' coyotes was goin'
to clean up the two heathens, an' '.i est 'cause
Wild didn 't want 'em to do it they started to
make trouble for all c.~ us. But they didn't make
much trouble, though. Wild settled the leader
of 'em in double-quick time, an' he's outside now
washin' out his mouth with a few less teeth in
it than he had before."
"Mr. Hawkins," Wild said, smilingly, "let me
introduce you to the girls. This is Miss Arietta
Murdock; and this lady is Mrs. Watson, the wife
of Cheyenne Charlie: and this is Miss Eloise
Gardner, who some day may become Mrs. Jim
Dart." '
This caused a ripple of laughter, and Hawkins
joined in.
"I am very glad to meet you, ladies," he declared, bowing politely. "It is indeed a pleasure
to become acquainted with any one who associates with Young Wild West, the Champion
Deaclshot. You see, Wild," he said, ibecoming
rather familiar, as he turned to the boy, "I have
heard of you several times, and I know pretty
well just what sort of a young fellow you ·a re.
Even if I had never heard of you I certainly
would have a feeling of respect toward you as
well - as admiration after 1:eeing you handle that
big ruffian a little while ago. Why, it was amazing the way you did it. He didn't have a ghost
of a show at any time."
- "That's all right, - Mr. Hawkins," the young,
deadshot retorted, in his cool and easy way. "It
don't pay to give a fellow like that any show.
When you make up your mind to thrash a man,
the proper thinl,!,' to do is to get right in and do
it, and not l,!,'ive him a chance to get hold of
you or hit you. · That's the way I always work it."
"I see vou do. But it isn't every one who can
handle him,:elf the way you can."
After
while the dinner bell rang, and the
widov.·, w .. v had left the other guests under the
charge of her hired man, who had returned to
the house, came in and told them that evervthin2:
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was ready, and if they failed to get enough to
eat it would be their own fault.
She ushered them into a rather larg·e room
that adjoined the one they had been waiting in.
and there was a table spread with a clean white
cloth and dishes to match. An elderly woman
and a little g-irl were busy bringing on .the food,
which was steamil).g hot.
"Mrs. Stephens," Wild said, as ·he took a seat
at th'e table, "I hope you haven't forgotten that
the heathens must be fed."
-"I ain't forgot about 'em, Young Wild West,"
was the quick reply. "I s'pose it's all right if
I let 'em in the kitchen."
"Yes, that's the proper thing to do."
"I thought so. I'll have things ready for 'em
putty soon. I reckon they kin," Cheyenne declared, with a grin. Hut don't make 'em wait
as long as that gang has to wait. Them two
heathens is a whole lot better than any one in
that bunch."
"They're a putty rough lot of men," the widow
admitted, shaking. her head. "I've knowed 'em
for two or three months, · 'cause they've kept
comin' here now an' then. They've always paid
for what they got, an' that's why I've put up
with 'em. But Hank Pelter is mighty sassy, an'
I don't like the way he talks to me sometimes."
"He's very flattering, isn't he?" Hawkins spoke
. up smilingly.
"I don't know what you call it, but I know he
don't mean a word of what he says when he
tells me I'm good-lookin' an' all sich stuff as
that."
"You can't tell about that. But if I were vou
I wouldn't take a great deal of stock in that fellow. He looks to me like an escaped convict or
a man who is wanted for murder, or something
of the kind."
"Say, Mr. Hawkin!>," Young Wild West said
quickly ashe looked keenly at the man, "I think
I heard you say that you hoper" there was somebod v in that bunch you had seen before. Did vou
find it that way?"
"I can't _say that I di.ct," was the reply.
"That's too bad then. I have an idea you are
anxious to find somebody who is suppose·d to be
in these parts."
·
"What makes you think that way, Wild?" and
Hawkins looked at him in a peculiar sort of way.
•"I don't know. I suppose it is just because vou
made the remark I just referred to."
,"A fellow could easily make a remark as that
if he was a stranger anyWhere, couldn't he ·t It
would only · be natural for him to feel that he
would like to meet some one he knew."
"Or seen before," Wild ·added.
"Yes, that's right. But let's get at this chicken.
There is no need of letting it get cold. I see the
widow has cooked some very nice dumplings,
and they look as though they might go pretty
good."
This was the cue for all hands to begin eating
and the food rapidly disappeared from the plates
and dishes. The widow took pains to wait upon
them herself, and as they were rising from the
table more than satisfied she said:
•:Well, I hope no one ain't goin' away hungry.H
"Hungry, eh?" Wild answered as he snot· a
glance at what was still left upon the table. "I
.should sarnot. But say. Mrs. Stephens, I rather
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think we-'ll sto-p here until to-morrow mornint?.
Could you find accommodations for us? All we
need is two ·ordinary-sized rooms, for the ·1drls
will ocCU'PY one and Charlie and Jim the other
with myself. You can easily fix up some kind
of .a slee'Ping quarters for the two Chinaman."
"I've got 'Plenty of room, Young Wild West,
an' I''m awful glad to hear you say that you're
j!.'Oin' to sto11 with ·us till to-morrow mornin'."
"All right. If you'll tell me how much tbe bill
will amount to, I'll pay you right now while I
.
think of it."
"You don't. have to do that. I don't want a
-penny from you until you're ready to go in the
morning."
"If that suits you we'll let it go that way,
then. How far is it · to the ·nearest settlement
or town?"
"Fancy Flat is only about seven miles
here."
"Charlie, I had no idea we were as close to a
town as all this," Wild said, nodding to the scout.
''Nor I didn't, either, Wild. We've been up
around this way before, but never just right
around lu!re. There's lots of 11laces we don't
know of yet, and most likely we never will .know
of 'em."
"True enough."
" Fancy -is quite a place all right," Hawkins
spoke up. "I stopped there for -nearly a week
before I came tq the Lone Trail Ranch here. You
see, I am going ab·o ut the country looking up
some good horses. - I want to buy quite a number of them and send them down to Texas."
"Got a ranch down there?" Charlie asked.
"Well-er~yes. I am interested in one down
•
there."
"Wha_t's the name of your ranch?" Wild asked
looking at him sharply.
"I believe they call it Buckhorn Ranch."
This caused our friends to look at each other
in astonishment, but by the way Hawkins had
been speaking Wild knew th .. t it was mo:r:e than
likely <that he not only did not own a ranch in
Texas, but was not looking around for the pur.
, 1>0se of purchasing horses.
"Mr. Hawll:ins," he said, smiling at the man,
"I think I know exactly where your ranch is.
·
Quite a fine place, too."
"Oh, yes, it 'is one of the best along the Rio
Grande."
"The man who runs the ranch for you is na~ed
,
Thompson, isn't he?"
"Yes, that's it. Did :vou ever meet him?,"
"Many times. But say, Hawkins, do you know
.
you are an awful liar?"
Hawkins threw up his hand and forced a laugh.
· "Hold· on. don't be too hard on me, Youni;i: Wild
West," he said. "I suppose I put my foot in it.
Don't .ask me any further questions rii;i:ht now.
I'd like to talk .to you a little later when the two
of us. are all alone. I assure you that I'll explain
~
everything to your full satisfaction.'\
"All right, Hawkins, we'll let it go at that. But
it's mighty funny, isn't it?" and the bo_ turned
_
to his companions laughingly.
"Rather, I should say," Arietta answered,
"when Buckhorn Ranch happens · to belong ' to
•
you.;;
"I knew I put my foot in it. I don't kno-why
I said the name of the ran.:h was Buckhorn,"
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Hawkins declared. "Come on, Youni;i: Wild West.
We:n ·i;i:o outside and take a walk around, and
while' we're doin_g- it I want to say something to
you.''
Then he excused himself to t)le g-irls, and Wil¾,
followed him out of the house. They went
through the ' kitchen anq when the young deadshot saw the two Chinamen were ·eatini;i: th'eir
dinner he nodded' to them and said:
"Well, heathens, I reckon you seenil to like
chicken about as well as any ·one does.''
"Velly e;oodee chickee, Misler Wild," Wing
1
answered.
"Velly goodee cookee, so be," Hop .added. "My
fool blother no cookee likee lis.''
"Tliere, don't i;i:et to quarrelini;i: now, but J!O
on and eat," the youn_g- ,deadsh<it exclaimed. "If
I hear of any trouble betwJen you I'll see to it
that you i;i:et what is comin_g- to you.''
Once outside, Hawkins turned leisurely toward
the shed under which · the horses were tied and
nibbling away at the hay that had been supplied
·
them.
"Young Wild West," said Hawkins, "I know
'you have ,guessed that I am somewhat disguised
and that J . am not a native of this part of -the
,
country.''
"I reckon I did think that way after I had a
look at you about a minute," the boy admitted
with a smile.
"Yes, I know. But probably I know more about
Fancy Flat and its vicinity than you do.''
place
"Most likely. I never heard of such
until a few minutes ago."
"No, I knew that by the way you were talking
to the widow. But now see here. I want you to
keep a secret. My name isn't Hawkins, nor am I
a native of any part of the country west of the
Mississippi. I won't telf you my real name now,
for it isn't necessary, but I'll tell let you know
that I am a secret service man. I'm out here
looking for a fellow named Jim Spencer, who is
wanted for counterfeitin_g- and the murder of a
revenue officer.''
"Ah, I see. Do you hink the man is anywhere
,
about here?"
"Well, I am not sure yet, but I have an idea
that he is. The fact of the matter is that I
think the man is ri_g-ht in the widow's house· at _,
this minute.''
"Hank Pelter, I suppose.''
"That's it. But I am only thinkin_g- it, you
know. I can't say for sure. He bears a slight
resemblance to the man I am after, and havingnever seen Jim Spencer, of course I can't do
much else but surmise. What I want to do is to
find out for sure, and then I'll nab him quickly
enough. But that isn't all. You're a strani;i:er
here, and perhaps you haven't· heard · of the outlaw _g-ang that has a secret hidini;i: place somewhere near the Flat.''
"Why, no," and the boy showed his surprise,
for he was always interested when he learned
of a band of outlaws being -any-where about, smce
it i;i:ave him the _g-reatest of pleasure to assist_
in running- them down and ridding the country of
all such men as he 'Possibly could.
"Well, it's a fact, and I have picked up just ·
about enou_g-h to make me think that Hank Pelter is one of the outlaws, , if not the leader of
them. He appears to be a very i_g-norant ruffi~!l,
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-but that may be due to the fact that he· is a
"Young Wild West allee samee lickee bad Meliperfectly good actor, or that he has mingled can man," Hop explained, pointing to Hank Pelwith a low, ignorant class of scoundrels so long- ter, who had taken a seat at one of the tables
that he has drifted into their ways and manner where his gang had e-athered.
f speech. But the Jim S1>encer I want is one
"Young Wild West, eh?" and the hired man
of the most clever villains the world has ever showed no little surprise, at the same time lookproduced. An rexpert counterfeiter, he managed ing- keenly at the Chinaman. ·
"Lat light. Young Wild West vetly g-leat boy.
to defraud the g-overnment of -many thousands
of dollars, and, when at last his plant -was raided Shootee stlaight and fig-htee likee Samee Hill."
"How about it, boys?" Is the heathen tellin'
and his assistants taken into custody, he was
found to be missing. But he was chased uo a it right?" Jenks asked, looking- toward the g-rouu
few days later and made his escape after shoot- at the further end of the room.
"He hit me two or three times when I wasn't
ing a revenue officer, who died a few hours after
the shot was fired. This happened . nearly six lookin' " Pelter answered, as he felt of his inmonths ago, and after others having- failed to jured mouth and spat out some more blood.
"Had your eyes shut, I s'pose," and Jenks g-rinfin d a clue as to the whereabouts of the scoundrel, I was assigned to the task, and here I am, ned broadly as he turned to the closet where the
after obtaining- a clue that satisfied me that Jim l!quor was kept. He picked up a g-lass and soon
Spencer was somewhere in the northwestern part poured some whisky from a· bottle in it. Then
of New Mexico. I won't tell you how I picked after putting- the cork back in the bottle and
up the clues I have been following-. for that isn't shutting- the closet door, he placed the glass to
•
necessary. But I will say that I am pretty well his lips.
satisfied that .it won't be very long before I'll
"Whattee mattee ?" Hop exclaimed, leaping- to
have my man. Now then, I think you have
his feet suddenly. "You allee samee dlink all
better opinion of me than you did when I w.as alone?"
lying to you at the table a little while ago."
"What's that you said?" Jen.ks asked, turning
"Oh, I don't know about that, Hawkins. I cer- to the Chinaman. "Was I drinkin' alone?" You
tainly didn't put you down as being- a crook or bet I was. I didn't see that any one here was
anything like that. I knew -you were here for g-oin' to ask me to have one, so I helped myself
some purpose that you were keeping- secret. I That's a privileg-e I've g-ot here. I've been out
am glad, I have learned what it is, and I assure doin' some work for the widder, an' she don't
you that I'll lend you all the aid I can in finding- object when I take a drink now an' then."
'the man you are after. Anyhow, I a1!1 /?Oinl! to
"Velly stlange," and Hop shook his head as if
fti.ake it my business to clean up this gang- of he could not quite understand how such a thing
·
outlaws." ·
could be.
"I expect to hear you say that, Wild," i;,.nd the
"There ain't nothin' strange about it, heathen,"
detective nodded and smiled at the boy. "I have and Jenks laughed good-naturedly. "I kin see
heard so much about you in that particular line that you're one of them funny fellers. You don't
that I am sure you really enjoy doing- a thing- look it, but the way you talk is enoug-h to make
like that, even thoug-h you must certainly run me think so. I might as well say that I've heard
into dang-er."
tell of you. You're the heathen that does them
"Danger is what I like."
funny tricks an' thing-s, ain't yer?"
The two had paused quite close to the shed,
"Lat light. Me velly smartee Chinee."
and the conversation was carried ·on there.
"Well, it don't seem as though you're g-oin' to
As they turned to look at the horses a man
slippeli out at the other end of the shed without g-it anything- to eat very soon, so why can't vou
being- observed by either of them and stole cau- show us a little something that's funny. -You
tiously for the house. Undoubtedly he had heard say Young Wild West give Hank Pelter a lickin',
part of the conversation, anvhow, and this prob- an' since I wasn't here to see the fun, I'm anably meant that if the secret service man was xious for somethin' to happen now. Go ahead
right in what he said, the man he yvas after an' show us somethin' funny, heathen. If you
do I'll treat. you."
would soon know about it.
"Allee lig-ht. Me do lat. Me velly smartee
Chinee."
Hop was just about in the humor to play a
CHAPTER IV.-Tfi'e Villains Take a Hasty practical joke on some one. He thoug-ht the g-oodnatured fellow who was in charge of the room
Departure.
would answer the purpose, since he did not feel
The man who assisted the Widow Stephens in as if he ought to do anythin11: to enrai?e the vilrunning- the ranch was a very rough-looking- fel- lains just then.
"You gottee bottle of tanglefoot?" he asked,
low, but inclined to be g-ood natured.
His name was Jenks, and as soon as he came as _h e stepped up to the ,square table that stood
in the widow lost no time in hurrying- to the before the closet.
"Yes, J reckon there's more than one bottle in
kitchen to assist her female help. . But before
oing- she took pains to tell him that the China- the closet liere. But you ain't goin' to g-it no
man was all rig-ht, and that he ·should be treated drink now, unless you pay for it. You have l?Ot
to show me somethin' funny first. Then I'll l?ive
ju t as if he were a white man.
"What's been goin' on here, anyhow?" Jenks yer a goot big trink."
"Me no wantee dlink. Me wantee um bottle of
asked, as he looked at the spots of blood upon
the floor near the door. "Looks as thoUll:h some- tanglefoot. Len me showee you velly nicee lillee
tlick."
ho<iv's irot hurt."
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"If vou let him have a bottle of whiskv you'll
"Not much, heathen. I didn't sav I was l!'oin'
never git it back ag'in, Jenks," · one of the ras- to c-ive you a bottle of whisky. I told you if vou '
ci:ls called out, as he scowled at the Chinaman. showed us a funny trick I'd give you a drink."
"Oh, I .ain't afraid about that. I reckon from
"Allee light, puttee um bottle away, len."
what I've heard tell of Young Wild West, if the
Jenks reached over and picked it up, and then
heathen done anythin2' like the whisky would a startled look came upon his face.
be paid for. I'll let him have it, anyhow, an' see
"What in thund~r is the matter?" he exclatmwhat he's goin! to do."
ed, as he held un the bottle and found it to be
Then he opened the door of the closet, and empty.
•
taking a full bottle of liquor from a shelf, placed
"Velly stlange," Hop remarked, blandly. ''No
it on the table before Hop. The Chinaman picked tanJ1,'lefoot in um bottle. You makee vellv bigee
it up, and holding it up to the light a s if he mistakee, so be."
wanted to see how much is contained, he g-ave a
"Say, boys," the man called out. excitedly, "was
nNl and put it back on the table. Then he felt you lookin' when I put that bottle on the table?"
of the cork, which was driven in tightly, and
"Of course· we was," Tim answered. as he arose
said: "Velly nicee bottle of tanglefoot, so be. from the table and walked over.
Me likee vellv muchee."
"Could you tell whether there was anythlni:r
"Is that all you're e-oin' to do?" Jenks a sked, • in it 01· not?"
lo~king at him. expeetantly.
"It was a full bottle. I could see it from
"Me showee nicee lillee tlick, so be."
here."
''Go ahead and show us, then."
"Well, there ain't nothin' in it now."
Then Hop brought into nlay one •of his time"That' so, there ain't. Let me see the bottle."
honored feats which might be called "stealing- a
The villain took the bottle, and after holdini:r
bottle of whisky." He drew from one of his it up to the light and satisfying himself that t
oockets the biR: yellow silk handkerchief which · there was really nothinl!:' in it. he turned it uphe always carried. and flauntine- it over his head side down and then tried to remove the cork
a couple of times, dropued it over the bottle, with his finR:ers.
completely hidinR: it from view.
"I don't see nothin' wet on the floor under the
"I suppose you brought that handkerchief all table, so it couldn't have leaked out," he said, ~s
the way from China, didn't you?" Jenks asked, he turned and shook his head to Hank and the
as he took hold of a corner of it and examined rest.
the material.
They were all much puzzled, and even the man
!'Lat liR:ht. Me _gottee uncle in China who is who had been thrashed so soundly bv Younl!:' Wild
velly muchee smartee. He R:ivee me lat hand- West became more than interested.
kelchief."
"I couldn't say whether there was anvthinl!' in
Then Hon drew up pretty close to the table and the bottle or not," he declared. looking- at Hop
made out that he was showing just how R:Ood the as if he would like to eat him. "But since the
handkerchief was. But he was doinR: something rest of you says there was, I can't understand it.
with his riR:ht hand, while he was motioning- with I know putty well that there was only' one bot.tle
his left, and no one saw what it wa!i. He lifted that you took from the closet. This is the same
the handkerchief slightly, but did not remove it one. an' I'll swear to it."
sufficiently for the bottle to be seen. Then af"Vellv stlange," Hon remarked, shaking- his
ter making- a full explanation of the wonderful head and· looking .as if .he was really puzzled.
material the • handkerchief was made of. he
"Well, it's a funny trick, all right. heathen. but
smoothed it carefully about the bottle and then it sorter strikes me that you have got that .
arose to his feet.
whisky somewhere about you. How you g-ot it
·
"You ain't done, .are yer?" Jenks asked, g-rln- out of the bottle I don't know, but I ain't sich
a fool as to think that you drank it. You couldn't
ning at him.
.
"No," was the reply, while the Chinaman smiled do that, 'cause the bottle wasn't nowhere close •
blandlv. "Me no done yet. Maybe you be velly · to your mouth any time since I put it on the
table."
muche·e suplise pletty soonee."
.
"Misler J"enks," Hop said, smilini:rly, "you tellee
"Go ahead an' surprise me. I'm waitin' for it."
me lat you givee me dlink of tanglefoot if me
"Takee uppee um handkelchief."
Jenks quickly did so. To all appearances it was makee nicee lillee tlick."
"Yes. I told you that. that's sartin."
thf' same bottle he had taken from the closet
"Allee light. Me wantee dlink now."
that stood upon the table. But such was not
"It's sorter rubbin' it in. I reckon,'~ Jenks rethe case, however, for . while Hop had been talking to him he had slippe9 an empty bottle w~th torted, with a shrug of the shoulders. "But I've
a cork driven tightly in it under the handkerchief always made it a point to stick to anything I
and placed the full one in one of the big pockets said. I told yer l'd give yer a drink if you showhis loose-fitting- blouse contained . But nearly ed me a funny trick. This is a mighty funny one,
all bottles holding- whisky, especially in that part so you're i:roin' to git the drink."
Then he found another bottle that was more
of the country, looked .alike, and as corks are
generally the same way, there was really no way than half full. and vickinf<' up a glass he handed
it to Hop .and told him to help himself. One of ~
to discover the difference. ·
"Well," said Jenks, lookini:r first at the bottle the clever Chinee's failini:rs was that he had a
and then _at Hop, "go ahead with your funny fondness for whisky, which he always catled
tan.l?'lefoot. Not satisfied with havini:r secured a
trick."
·
"You wan tee givee me um bottle of tangle- full bottle of whisky, he was now i:roini:r to acfoot?" came the Query, as Hop re.ached over as cept a drink from the man he had. played the
trick on.
if to take it from the table.
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"Velly e:oodee luckee." he said, when he ·had
poured out what he wanted and raised the J?lass.
"Me hopee evelybody livee velly muchee lone: and
e:ittee lich. Hip hi!"
Then he swallowed the contents of the e:lass.
and placed it upon the table, smackine: his lips
as he did so. Jenks appeared somewhat troubled. and when Hop saw him feeline: in his pockets he knew rie:ht away that he was thinking
about payine: for the missine: whisky.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Jenks?" he asked.
"You no e:ottee plenty money?"
"Plenty of money! I'd like to know how I
could have plenty of money. I don't e:it wages
·enough· to save anythine:, an' it's three weeks
since pay-day."
"Allee light. Maybe me. pay for um tane:lefoot. · Haw muchee you wantee?"
"The widder always e:its five dollars for a
quart bottle like that, but seein' that it's you.
an' that you played the trick on me, I'll make
it four. It ain't likely she will know the difference when she couts the mone. I've took in.''
Hop took a five-dollar e:old-piece from his
pocket and let it drop upon the table so the
jine:le mie:ht be beard.
"Y'ou takee lat," he said, as he picked it up,
and then seemed to place it back a-e:ain. ''Me
velly e:oodee Chinee. Me no knowee where um
tane:lefoot went, but maybe you havee tlouble
with um Melican woman."
"Boys, what do you think of that?" Jenks exclaimed. "Did you ever see any one squarer tb an
Youne: Wild West's heathen is?"
Then Jenks picked · up the coin and placed
it in a cie:ar box where there was some chane:e.
Hop smiled and looked at the six villains in
the room as if he wanted to let them know that
he was nothine: but very honest, and liberal, at
that. But the coin Jenks had placed in the box
was a very poor counterfeit, and if he had taken·
the trouble to look at it he wo\lld have discovered it. This meant that he was bound to have
trouble with the widow, after all. But Hop did
not. consider this anythine: out of the way, for
J?enerally he had to make e:ood for such thine:s.
He asked Jenks for a pack of cards, and then
was about to show them a few tricks when WinJ?
opened the rear door and told him that dinner
was ready. Beine: rather hune:ry, the Chinaman
hastily took his departure promisine: to show
them somethine: still funnier when he returned.
Jenks talked it over with the villains for quite
some time, thoue:h none of them seemed to think
that the Chinaman amounted to anythine:. But
they had been completely cowed by Youne: Wild
West, and this meant that they were not e:oine:
to be in a hurry to · start any further trouble.
After a while the fellow called Tim went out-side, sayine: that he was 11:oing to have a look at
the horses belon11:ine: to Youne: Wild West and
his friends. Whether he had an idea of pickine:
one out to steal later on cannot be said, but he
weut to the shed and looked them all over c11.re"fully, the result beinll.' that he fell very much in
love with Spitfire, the sorrel stallion that Young
Wild West always rode. He was just about
to return to the house when he saw Youne: Wild
West and Hawkins walkin1r slowly toward the
shed. The villain had instinct enoue:h to hide
and find out what they were talkin2" about. for
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he noticed that Hawkins was talkine: in a very
low tone, and seethed to be 11:reatly in earnest.
They came up close to the shed, as has al~
ready been stated, and the result was that Tim
heard nearly every word that passed between
them. He was much concerned, too, and he was
actually tremblinJ? when he slipped out from the
shed and hurriedly made his way back to the
house. He found his companions drinkine: at a
table, and as he made his way to them all looked
at him in surprise, for it was easy to tell that
he had- somethine: important to say.
.
"Hank," he said, leanine: over close to the
leader's ear, "I reckon that somethin' is e:oin'
to happen mie:hty quick. There's a detective
after you, an' he's that feller what's been hane:in' around Fancy Flat for the last week or two."
"Thunder!" exclaimed Pelter, leapine: to his
feet and turning pale. "How did you find that
out?"
"I heard him tellin' Youne: Wild West· about
it," whispered Tom, excitedly.
"If that's the case I reckon we had better .e:it
out of here. Come on. boys."
Then much to the astonishment of Jenks. the
six villains hurriedlx left the room, and going
outside, mounted their horses and started away
at a e:allop.
CHAPTER V.-Hawkins Uses Bad Judgment.
Youne: Wild West and Hawkin:; heard the
clatter of hoofs as Hank Pelter and his a"alll!:
rode away from the ranch. N4!ither of them
thoue:ht the men they had left in the house were
leavine:, but when they looked around and saw
them, both were considerably surprised.
"What do you think of that?" the Secret
Service man exclaimed. "Those fellows are
leavine: in a hurry, it seems."
The two hastily made their way around ta the
front of the house, where Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart were standinl!" with the e:irls.
"Them sneakin' coyotes took a mie:hty quick
sneak, Wild," the scout said, as he pointed along
the trail where the six horsemen could be seen
ridine: swiftly alone:.
"I reckon so," was the reply. "What was the
trouble, anyhow?"
"Blamed if I know. We was settin' inside
talkin' when we heard 'em come out. We didn't
think nothin' of that, but when we seen 'em all
mountin' ·we did think it sorter strane:e. But
they've gone, an' maybe it's a mie:hty e:ood thinR',
•cause most likely thexe would have been more
trouble if they had stayed here very lonR'."
At this juncture Hop came out.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" he asked,
lookin.11: at our hero in a puzzled sort of way.
"Maybe you makee um bad "Melican men allee
sam~ 'flaid, so be." '
"That's all rie:ht, Hop. If they were afraid
and felt like .11:oine: away they would have left before."
"Me thinkee maybe vou tellee um man whattee
.11:0 outtee somethline:, and len he comee back and
tellee lest of um .11:ane:. He comee in velly muchee
quickee, len he say somethlin.11: and ley all e:o
outtee."
"What man are you talkine: about?" Wild asked, lookinR" at the Chinaman sharply.
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Then the Chinaman lost no time in explaining iraph of Jim Spen·cer, the man he was so _a nxihow one. of the g-ang- had left the house. and ous to get.
after remaining- outside a short time had come
Charlie studied the photograph closely, and
back in very much of a hurry.
-when he was l'eadv to hand it back. said:
"Hawkins," the vounl!" deadshot said. turning"That's him. I kin see the looks of hirn in
to the detective, "I wonder if that fellow could them eyes, as well as the forehead an' nose.
have .heard- what we were talking- about?"
You must g-it vour man, Hawkins. The ,l!'aloot
"That's just what I was thinking-," came the what sneaked outside sartinlv must haw~ hearrl
reply, with a shake of the head. "If such is the you an' Wild talkin'. That man's heard it all."
case it will make bad work."
l{awkins put the photograTJh back in his pocket, and · puffed awav at his cig-ar as coolly a if
"Well, it looks that way, anvhow'. "
. Wild questioned the Chinr.man further. · and nothing had happened.
then followed him into the room where Jenks
"There's no need of trylng- to follow them-."
was sittinl!" at a table.
he said, after a short silence. "That would be
"Hello, Youn!!" Wild West!" Jenks said. as he foolish on our D?rt. The only thin.I!' to do i<, f0r
arose to his feet and bowed in a very respectful me to wa't and bide mv time. If Peter and Jim
manner.• "I'm miil'hty g-lad to see vou. I've heard Spencer are reallv one and the same person it i'>
a lot about you, an' I'm awful irlad that you're a nretty sure thin!?: that he'll be 1ookin.l!' for a
iroin' to stop here a little while."
chance to ,l!'et me. Since he knows what I am
"Say," Wild said, not naying- anv attention to here for, it would be hut natural that he shoulrt
his words, "what made those fel1ows leave ,in want to put an end to me and thus stop all
such a hurry?" ·
_
chaJ1ces of his beine: captured."
"Why, I don't know. But come to think of it
"You have g-ot tllat iust rie:ht," Wild declarer!,
they did e:o out mie:htv auick. One of them, lookinir at the detective and noddins:r his head.
who is called Tim, went outside, an he came in "I reckon you know vour business pretty well.
actin' as if he was sca1ed -about somethin'. I Hawkins."
noticed that he whispered somethin' to Hank
"I suppose I ought to. I have been at it longPelter, an' then they all e:ot up an' went out. enoul!"h, But I would hate to be compelled to f!0
I reckon the missus will be mad, 'cause she was back without takin.l!' the man I want with me~"
expectin' 'em to take dinner here."
"Don't worry on that score," Wild said. re"Hawkins," our hero said, shaking his head, a!':surinJ?"lY. "You will get him a 11 rig-ht. We'll
"I reckon tl)e fellow who went outside must have helo you anrl you can bet that we'H ·come pretty
been eavesdropp'ing-. He heard what you was near •.:mcceeding-."
telline: me and no doubt came in to warn the
"You kin gamble on that, Hawkins," Cheyenne
others. That's why thev · left in such a hurrv." Charlie spoke up. "Wild never vet undertook to
"I haven't the least doubt about it now," was do a thing without succeedinl!'. Outlaws. eh?
the reply. "All ri.e:ht. There is no use in cry-ing- Well, that's jest in our line of business. Nothin'
over spilleo milk. as they say. 1'11 ,ret my man suits me better than havin' the chance to l!'it
yet, see if I don't."
~fter a l!"BJ"II!' of outlaws. But I think we oug-hter
Charlie and Jim showed considerable surprise take a ride over to the place thev call Fancy
when they heard him say this. But neither of Flat. What is it. a minin' camn? I didn't know
them• ventured to ask a ouestion.
there was any verv close around here."
"I think I'll indulg-e in a smoke now," Haw"No: it isn't a mininl!' camp. Cheyenne," Hawkips said, rather coolly, as he took a cigar from kins answered. with a shake of the head. "'It's
his pocket and lig-hted it. "Let's sit on the front a 1tood-sized settlement built unon a flat. While
porch a while and take thinl!"s easy. It's a little there is nothinf! fancv about it, I suppose some
too warm to get excited, even if something- has one fancied .l!'ivine: it the name of Fancv .Flat."
1;one dead ae:ainst me."
"Well, s'pose we take a ride over there putty
"Come on, boys," the young deadshot called soon. ~ow about it, Wild?"
out, as he saw Charlie and Jim hesitating at the
"I think that will be a pretty e:ood idea,
doo.r. "I :reckon you may as well understand the; Charlie," was the reply.
"Don't be in a hurry about it. though," sugsituation, so come and sit down. Mr. Hawkins
will no doubt be willing- to give you a little in- gested the detective. "Let's wait here about an
formation."
hour."
.
Certainly l'11 be wil1ing," was the reply, and
"Do yo_u think it would be safe to leave the
Hawkins knitted his brow as he thoul!"ht of how irirls here if there is a g-ang- of outlaws at large
near he had probably come to getting the man in the vicinity?" Jim Dai ~ spoke up as he looked
he wanted. Charlie and Jim sat upon the porch at the youne: deadshot.
"Afraid they mil!ht come back, eh, Jim?" the
floor, and assumed easy positions. Then the
Secret Service man quickly told who he was boy retorted, with a smile.
and what his mi ssion to that part of the coun"They are likely to, I suppose."
try was.
"I hardly think so. If Hank Pelter is really
"An' yer think the g-aloot they call Hank the man Hawkins is after he wouldn't come back
Pelter is the man you're after, then. do ver?" here ag-ain this afternoon. But of course vou
are thinkjnl!' of Eloise, who is rather timid in
Charlie as)<ed, eag-erly.
"Yes, though he does not look a great deal such cases."
.
"Yes, I was thinkinl!' of her," Dart admitted.
like the photog-raph I have with me."
"Let me see that picture, will you ? I'm putty "It seems that she will never quite .l!'et used to
real danger: Anna has managed to overcome
l!;'ood about sich thinJ?:s."
"Certainly I will." and Hawkins quicklv pro- her fears a whole Jot, and, of course, Arietta
duced an envelope and drew from it the ohoto- never did have anv . fears. She was born and
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hrnu1?ht up in Wyoming, and that accounts for
. it."
"The ladies are not" all natives of the West,
then." Hawkins said. looking- somewhat surorised.
"No, Arietta is the onlv one who can lav claim
to being a native . ..1nd she hails from Wyoming.
She was brought up in the neighborhood of old
Fort Bridger. and it happened to be at the
time wheR the Inpians were making all ki'l'lds of
trouble for the settlers. Arietta learned to shoot
when she was very small and she has improved
so much since that time that I reckon there is
mig-hty few men or boys who can beat• her in
that particular line. She has the nerve, too.
and she don't faint at every little thing that
happens."
Just then Arietta came out, followed by Anna
and Eloise.
" I hope we are not intruding-," she said, smilingly.
"Not at all," and Hawkins at once arose so
thev mig-ht sit upon the bench.
' ~' ild followed his examole, and when the g-irls
had taken seats the rest were content to sit upon
the stoop, which was riot more than a couple
of feet above the g-round . Then Hawkins told
them all about himself, and what his mission was
to that oart of the country.
" Now you can understand, ladies. whv it wa
that I was tellinl? that bie: lie at the dinnertable," he ·concluded, with a laue:h. "I caught
myself nicely, didn't I? I had heard of Buckhorn Ranch, but had forgotten that it was owned
b,· Young- Wild West, so before I thought I e:ave
that as the name of mv ranch. A funny cotncide.nce. I must say."
,
1 They ag-reed with him that it was, and then
the conversation kept up for nearlv an hour.
Chevenne Charlie was impatient to take a ride
over to the settlement, and when he sooke about
it ag-ain the detective declared his willine:ness to
go at once. The e:irls were ouite content to remain at the ranch. for Mrs. Stephens was auite
an entertainer, and since she had plenty of help
in the kitchen she would be able to talk with
them and keep them interested. When our friends
got around to the shed where their horses had
been left they found Hop Wah there busv putting- the saddle on his piebald cayuse.
"Where. are you going, Hop?" Wild asked,
looking- at his sharply.
"Me takee lillee lide, Misler Wild," was the
reply. "Me hear you say vov g-o to um town.
Me go, too."
"Who said vou could g-o ? " Cheyenne Charlie
spoke up, g-ruffl y. "You had better wait till you
find out if we'll let you g-o or not."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me knowee
Misler Wild no care."
This caused a laug-h, so the scout said no
more. It did not take them long- to e:et the
horses ready, and then mounting- them all rode
off and were soon following- the trail to Fancy
Flat. The distance only being- seven miles. they
reached it in auick time. Most of the residents
of the town made a livine: by farming, and the
houses were scattered about pretty well. none
of them being very close tog-ether. The hotel,
which was a rambling- old structure, a blacksmith
sho-p and ., store, which was also . the postoffice, .
were grouped in triangular fashion, forminl!'. a
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sort of square between them. Three men were
seen sittinl!' on the porch of the hotel, and that
was all. But the 1>ounding- of the blacks:rntth's
hammer could be heard, so it was evident that he
was busy in his shop.
As the party ·of five rode up and came to a
halt, the three men looked up curiously, and one
of them promptly called out:
"Hello, Mr. Hawkins! Thought you would take
a r;de up an ' see us, eh?" ;
"That's right," the Secret Service man answered, as he dismounted. "It looks pret tv auiet
around here, as usual."
"Mighty quiet, I reckon. But· a little while
ag-o it was putty, lively here. Hank Pelter an' a
.few others was sorter keepin' the bar wet for a
while."
"Is that so? How long- have thev been P-one?"
"Oh, about half an I.our, I s'pose. Thev took
the left fork , an' I heard 'em sav they was g-oin'
back to the ranch. They've made up their minds
to g-o to work ag'in, it seems-, an' old man Foster
is willin' to take 'em back."
All hands now went inside, the three men following- them. Hawkins called for somethinl? at
the bar, and invited the loiters. much to the ir
satisfaction.
"Now .you see, Hawkins," Cheyenne Char lie
said, in a whisper, a s he tapped the •detective on
the shoulder. "if we had come here sooner we
would have g ot the man you're after."
"I know it," was the reply. "It's my fault. I
suppose. But never mind. I a m g-oing to i:rust
to Young- Wild West to help me out. We'll get
him, I'm sure."
CHAPTER VI.-The Outlaws At Their HeadQuarters.
The outlaws , as we mav a s well call them. had
really headed straight for Fancy Flat. Nearly
all of them were well known there, and thev
were. supposed to have been working- at Foster's
ranch, which was located a ' mile out of the
settlement. It happened ,at F oster was a man
who .did nof bear very g-ood reputation, thoug-h
really no one could prove anyth in!! aJ?ainst hirn
in the way of crookedness. Two or three times
in the past month the stag-ecoach had been held
up and ·the passeng-ers .,robbed of their money
and valuables. The sher iff of the county had
been notified, but had taken little interest in the
matter, and had merely sworn in a resident of
the Flat a s a deputy to look after thinJ:?s.
This man happened to be Foster , and not liking him, t he r est of t he inhabitants did not feel
confident of the out-laws being caug-ht very soon.
Hank Pelter had ri dden a full mile after leaving the Lone Trail Ranch in such a hurry without saying a word. But he had been doing- a lot
of thinking during- the interval~ and it was not
until one of ·his men a sked him what the trouble
was that he deig-ned to speak.
"I suppose I ma y a s well let you all know just
what's the matter," he said, as he let his horse
come down to a walk. "Tim knows, and he's
the only one that does. I'm being- looked for by
a detective, or United States marshal, I don't
know which. I did somethinl!'. that's dead ap;ainst
the law, and that's all there js to it."
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"That ain't all there is to it, Hank," Tim spoke
up. "You jest said you was 2'0in'. to tell 'em all
, what the trouble was."
"Well, what more is there to it?"
•Why, the detective what's after ver is at the•
widow's ranch. That's why · we left in sich a
hurry."
"Oh, I thought they must know that. I think
I said enough when we was iretting readv to
leave."
i
"You didn't say nothin' more than that we had
better light out, since you knowed there was
some one in the house who was after us," one
of them ventured. "How did we know but that
they might be after us for the hold-up work
we've been doin'? That's what I thought it was,
anyhow."
"So did I," anothzr declared.
"Well, it wasn't for that, boys. I'm wanted
for murder, and something in the way of counter~
feiting, too. There! Now vou know the whole
business. That man thev call Hawkins is after
me. I had my suspicions about him two or three
times, but now I know what he's here for."
"We've got to git' rid of him," Tim said , shaking his head and frowning.
"Of course we have;" Pelter retorted. "There's
somebody else we've got to trit rid of, too."
"You mean Young Wild West."
"That's just who I mean. I really think he is
more dangerous than the other fellow."
"You kin bet he's jest as dangerous, anyhow,"
Tim declared. "I heard what thev was talkin'
about, an' Young Wild West told that detective
feller that he would help him out. He said outlaws was jest his meat, or somethin' like that:
I've heard enough about bim to know. that he
speaks the truth. too. We've trot to be mighty
careful now, an' no mistake. The quicker we srit
over to Foster's an' tell him about it, the better
it will be. Foster ain't no fool. an• he'll be able
to give us a little advice."
"Yes, Foster will be able to advise us all risrht.
He's about the only man I've found since I came
out here who can do such a thing. The most of
you don't seem to know a whole lot, if I must be
frank with YOIJ. You're all i;atisfied to risk your
lives and all that, but when it comes to figuring
out and planning, vou're not there."
"I never claimed to be anythin2' like that.
Hank," Tim retorted. "M" brains ain't never
been developed very much, I s'pose. But what's
the difference? So Ion£' as we've got a leader
who's got plenty of brains, that's enough."
Thev kept on talkin2' in this strain until they
re~ched the settlement.
While Hank Pelter
thought it was more -than likely that they would
be followed, lie was not afraid of the detective
or Young Wild West. Always ready to shoot
and hardly knowin2' what fear was, he was willing to take his chances. Thev stopped at the
hotel for quite a long time and many drinks were
served, all being quite hilarious, even to Hank,
who had lost his front teeth. He had been questioned about this, and his reply was that he
had been kicked by his horse. The keeper of the
hotel and the loiterers believed this, and all of
them offered something in the way of a remedy.
But Pelter i,more
em all, and when he left
with hi men he made straight for Foster's
ranch. It being so close to the little town, they

soon arrived there. Foster was a tall man with
a fair education, who had only lived in those
parts a couple of years. He was a widower
with two grown-up sons, both of whom were exactly like their father in his ways, and they
belonged to the outlaw gang. but seldom assisted
them in making the hold-uns. Their business
was stealing cattle, which thev had been very
successful at. Foster was reallv the -treasurer of
the band, and it was left to him to divide the
money that came from the spoils.
They found Foster at the ranch, but his two
sons •were out on the range helpinJ! the cowboys
round up a few cattle. Foster noticed right away
that something had happened to the leader o·f
the ·gang.
"What's the matter with your mouth, Hank?"
he asked.
"I got in a fi2'ht with a bov and had some of
my teeth knocked out, that's all," wa the reply.
"What! Got in a fight with a boy?"
·
"Yes, Foster, an' who do vou think the boy
was?"
"I couldn't say .lor the life of me. I don't know
of a bov who would be able to knock your teeth
out in a fair fight. Maybe he done it when vou
wasn't expecting it."
·
"Well, he did do it when I wasn't expecting it,
yet I was looking at him at the time and tried
hard to 2'et the best of him."
"I don't understand what you're drivin' at
Hank."
. "Well, I'll tell you,'then. The bov who hit me
m the mouth and knocked out my teeth is called
Young Wild West."
"The dickens!" exclaimed Foster. startin2' violently. "Is that meddlesome kid around her~?"
"He certainly is, and the chances are he will
be at this very ranch before lonJr."
"Let him come, then. That will be just to my
liking," and the ranchman. touched one of the
revolvers he carried at his sides.
"Don't wish it too much, Foster. I've heard
considerable about Younl.!' Wild West, but I never
believed half of what I heard. Now I know by
experience that he's a mighty tough customer.
I feel certain that he has come here for the
purpose of running us fellows down. But that .
isn't all. There's another man who has been •
hanging around here for some little time who is
after me personally. He wants me for somethinJr
that happened in •another State."
"You mean Haiwkins, I suppose?" Foster asked,
coolly.
·"Yes, that's just who I mean."
"Well, I knew he wasn't what he pretended to
be, and that he must be hanging arwmd here for
some purpose. So he's after you, eh? What does
he want you for, Hank? "
"Never mind. I won't say anything more about
it just now. I've told the boys, and :vou can
ask them." .
Then Hank strode into the house for the purpose of finding something to fix up his sore • •
mouth. When he came out again something like
half an hour later Foster looked at him and
shook his head.
"What's the matter?" Hank asked, half angrily. "Don't you like the looks of me?"
"It isn't that," came the renlv. "Buf I'm sur-
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prised to hear what you did before vou came around six o'clock. It came over twice a week,
West."
· and usually several oassengers came with it, as
"You are, eh'? You don't need, to be surprised well as the mail and exoress. How Foster had
about it. What did you do before you came obtained the information that a small party of
here?"
tourists were coming- that dav he did not · say.
"Certainly nothinl!' like what you did. But
But no one asked him, so it mattered not.
never mind, Hank. You're all ril!'ht.- You're one
Foster had a way of finding out things, and
of the best fellows I ever met. Sit down, and the rest were satisfied to let it go at that.
if you feel like it we'll talk of the advisability
"Well, boys," Foster said, rising- from the
of holdinl!'· up the stag"e-coach this afternoon. I bench, "I reckon it's about time you had some:
have received information that a small partv of thine: to eat. I gave the cook orders to g-o ahea~
tourists are cominl!' out this wav. and they 1?en- and fix up somethinl!' for vou right after vou
erally have a little money with them. It mtg-ht came- here. He said he was iroing to call when
pav to make a hold-up."
it was ready, but it seems to me he's had time
''It mil!'ht pay all ri1?ht, if we wasn't stopped," _ enoul!'h to cook enough for a score of men. much
Hank answered, becorilinl? somewhat mollified as less a party of half a dozen. I'll go and see
he sat down on a bench near the ranchman.
about it."
"You ,lon't think I am iroing to stop you beHe went on into the house. and just then the
ca.use I am a deputy sheriff, do you?" and Foster cook he referred to bawled out loudly that dinlaul!'hed i9- hearty fashion.
ner was ready. Having missed getting the chick"But how about Young Wild West?"
en dinner at the Lone Trail Ranch, the villains
"Oh, he won't be on hand. He'll not think of could hardly be anything else than verv hune:rv
riding out upon the trail to interfere with you. and they made a break into the house and were
Why, you can make the hold-up a couple of miles soon seated at the long table that was set in
out of town and get away in a hurry. All vou one of the larger rooms. Having _ had his dinneed to do is to put on other clothinl!' and wear ner, Foster did not sit down with them, but conmasks. I' l be somewhere around to throw any- tented himself by reclining in a rocker near the
one off t1
scent in case they happen to 1?et gang. He talked as they ate, and w.hen they
after vou."
were through he looked at his watch and said :
.
"Well, I'm sure I'm willin' to do it. I never
"Now, then, boys, it's three o'clock. You have
was afraid to tackle any sort of job yet, and I'm got two hours to take a nap or loaf around and
not 1roing to be that way now, even if there do as you please. At five o'clock vou had better
is a detective after me and Young" Wild West set out and find a place to lie in wait for the
is looking for a chance to clean up us outlaws." staire-coach ."
·
"Very well, then. I have talked to the boy s
"I am going to take a nap for mv part," Hank
about it, and they are all willinl?, Even if we an swered, a s he arose from the table and left
don't get hold of any more than a thousand dol- the room. The others declared the y were going
lars it will certainly pay."
to do the same thjng, and soon it was very quiet
"Oh, yes, it will pay all right. You think it about the house.
would be better to wait till the outfit 1?ets pretty
close to the town, eh?"
" Yes, I do. The last time we stopped the stage- CHAPTER VIL-Hawkins And Hop Go On A
coach it was about ten miles awav. They won't
Little Detective Business.
be thinking of anything like that when they're
almost in sight of the Flat. You'll have a good
Young Wild West was not inclined to remain
chance.''
very long at the hotei in Fancy Flat. But when
"Yes, that sounds reasonable. All right, then, he saw that Hawkins was in no hurry to go, he
you can count on me to do it. Will your boys went outside and sat down in the shade: Charlie
be home .in time to take a hand in the game?" and Jim followed him, leaving ·Hoo inside with
<•1 doubt if they will. They've got some cattle the detective. They had not been sitting there a .
to look after, and they may not be home until g-reat while before three horsemen came riding
after midnight. But six of you are enough to do up. They all appeared to be rather excited, and
it. As I said, I'll do my part by keeping on the one of them carried an arm in a sling. As they
road somewhere close at hand to watch for any- dismounted to enter the hotel Wild quickly got
one who might come around. I'll be on the look- upon his feet, and stepping over to them, said:
out for Young- Wild West and the detective. You
"Been in a little scrimmage, I reckon."
leave it to nie. I am a deputy sheriff, and I
"I should say we had," one of them answered,
think I can handle them all right.''
looking at him sharply. "We've jest cleaned up
Hank nodded, and then looked at those who a rustler. We found two of 'em; but one of 'em
had come with him from the .widow's ranch.
.e:ot away."
"Boys," said the leader of the band, nodding
"Get hurt much?" Wild asked, nodding to the
to them, "maybe we won't make anv more hold- man carrying the wounded arm.
ups in this part of the country. It all depends
"Only a flesh wound," was the reply. ''He
upon how soon that governme.. t detective is put meant me, but h~ made a miss of it. My pards
out of the way and Young- Wild West and his caught him, thoul!'h, an he's deader than a doorpartners are treated in the same manner. I nail now.''
They went on inside, and the young deadshot
haven't the least doubt that we can go ahead
to-day and finish -the job in proper shape. But and his partners followed them.
the minute those fello~s hear about it they'll be
"I reckon there's got to be somethin' of a good
clean-up in Fancy Flat afore very long," the man
hot on our trail.''
The stage-coach was due to arrive at the Flat who had first spoken to Wild calted out, address\
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inl? no one in particular. "We got one of the
rustlers al:>out two hours agf, an' wh do :vou
think it was ? "
1
"Who was he, Bob?" the boss of the hotel
asked, eagerly.
"One of the Foster boys. What do you think
of that?"
"What!"
The proprietor and those loiterinl? about gave
vent to the exclamation at the same time.
"I'm tellin' :vou the truth. Both of ' em was at
it, an' we got one of 'em, the oldest one. The
other wasn't close by, an he got away. But we
seen who it was, an' there ain't no mistake
about it. The two Foster boys is the rustlers
what's been sneakin' off our cattle for the past
few months. Jest to think of it, there's old Foster bein' a deputy sheriff an' s'posed to be tryin'
to ketch the outlaws what's makin' the hold-ups
in the rustlin' business. I reckon there's got to
be a clean-up at Fancy Flat. If it keeps on.this
way we won't know who's who. I ain't doubtin'
that FoJ>ter is one of the outlaws himself. I
never did take much stock in him, but now I'm
sure be ain't no good."
The cowboy's words had a startling effect upon everyone. The d·e tective was so much surprised that he stood listening without saying a
word, and il was not until he had heard the
story the three men told upon being ouestione_d
by the others that he arose and went over to
where Wild and his partners were standing.
"Phew!" he exclaimed, in an undertone. "I
believe things are working rather funny. Rustlers
are in the game now. Well, I am rather glad to
hear this, for I have heard so much talk about
this man Foster that I came to the conclusion
several days ago that he was worth watching.
Now I know he is. One of· the boys _got shot
while he was stealing cattle, eh? What do you
thmk about it, Wild?" .
"I suppose there is nothing so very strange
about it," was the reply. "Being a stranger
here I, of course, ·c an't say much. But it seems
to me that somebody should have been able to
find out pretty well who the rustlers were before this. I suppose these fellows have been
watching for them, and it just happened that
they came upon them and caught them in the act.
According to what they say. that's just how it
was. I reckon it would be a good idea for us.
to take a ride over to ,Foster's ranch."
"If we do we don't want to let anyone see us
coming. That's where the gang we are after generally hang out."
"Meanin' that Foster must be one of the outlaws, jest as that feller said," Cheyef!ne Charlie
spoke up.
"That's it exactly, Charlie," the detective retorted. "You have got it right."
Hop had slipped around close to them, and
even though they were talking in low tones he
had caught every word that was- said.
"Misler Willt," he said, in a whisper, as he
touched the young deadshot on the sleeve, "me
likee go to um lanch and t]y :findee outtee something. Me allee samee velly_ goodee detective,
so be."
"What does he say?" Hawkins asked, for he
caught some of it.
"He says 'he would like to go over to Foster's

ranch and try and find out somethlnr, since he
is a 11:ood· detective."
·"A detective, eh? What isn't he, I wonder?
I have heard so much about him that it seems
there is - hardly anythinl? he isn't capable of do-,.
fog. But I'll tell you what we'll do. I'll take
Hop with me. We'll .l!."O over there and do a little
spying. You go right back to the widow's ranch
and {!'et a rather early supper and come back.
Hop and I will not be in any hurry about _going over. Probably we will eat our supper here
at the hotel, or perhaps .we may not eat anv at
all. Are you willinl? to let the Chinaman .l!."O with
me, Wild?"
"Why, yes," was the reply, "if he wants to I
have no objections at all. I know Hop will not
run ·into any danger. He is very crafty, and I
am sure he will make out as well as you can."
"You keep the conversation going in here, and
Hop and I will slip out unnoticed," the detective
said, in a whisper.
"All ri1?ht," Wild answered. "Go ahead."
Then the boy stepped over close to the gathering at the bar, and began a sking further questions. He had not been introduced at the place, so the cowboys seemed to think him rather fresh
for a boy.
"What are you wantin' to know so much for,
anyhow?" the man with the wounded arm asked,
half angrily.
"Hold on a minute," the boss called out. "He's
a friend of Hawkins. You know Hawkins putty
we!}. He's jest as fine a man as I ever met, an' I
reckon this boy is jest like him."
· "I don't know nothin' about Hawkins. I only
seen him once afore. Where is he now?"
But Hawkins and Hop had taken their departure, and the proprietor, noticing it, answered: .•
"That's all right. I s'pose he's go1 e outside.
But it don't matter. These three fellers seem to
be all right to me, so there ain't no use in gittin'
mad .'cause one of 'em is tryin' to find out about
what happened."
"Excuse rrle if I am getting too curious," our
hero said, smiling at the man. "I am always interested when I hear about rustlers and outlaws.
I have met so many of them that I can't help being that way, you see."
·
"Met so many of 'em," one of the others spoke ,
up. "Where have you met 'em, kid."
"Oh, almost anywhere from Mantoba to Texas.
I've come in contact with quite a few out in California, too."
"I told yer the boy was all right," the proprietor spoke up. "See how he's traveled around the
country."
"Maybe he's only givin' . us a lot of wind," the
wounded cowboy retorted.
"Say," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, for he was
rather angry at the way the man was talking, "I
reckon you don't know who this boy i6. If you did
you wouldn't be actin' this way."
"As I ain't never seen him afore, it's more than
likely I don't know who he is," was the reply.
''Well, I'll tell you who he is, then. He's
Young Wild West, an' he's the champion deadshot
of the West, an' he kin lick anything that ever
wore boots or shoes. Now, then, maybe you know
who he is."
"Thunderation I" exclaimed the ,proprietor.
"Why, blamed if I hadn't oughter knowed who
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it was 'cause I've beard so many tell jest what

kind of a 1ookin' feller Young Wild West was. It's
him all right, boys."
The man with the wounded arm stepped back
and looked rather sheepish.
"Never mind, my friend," Wild said. "Just because I am Young Wild West don't mean that I
am going to do any shooting here. They call me
champion deadshot because I have managed to be
able to defeat every one who came along and tried
to beat me. But I don't brag about it at all. When
I tell yen:. that I have traveled pretty well over
this part of the country I don't tell a lie. I have
been going constantly for four or five years. But
there are so many places that I haven't been to
yet that I suppose it will be only five years more
before I have seen them all."
"My name is Cheyenne Charlie, an' I was born
in old Cheyenne," the scout spoke up, for he felt
just in the humor of letting himself out a little.
"I'm white through an'. through, an' a yard wide,
an' I've got silk fringe all around me. The
goods can't be bought that I'm made of an' if anyone here thinks I ain't full of sand, jest let him
open his mouth. Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow,
wow!"
.Then Charlie danced a fev/ steps and looked as
if he was ready to clean out the place.
"Take it easy, Charlie," our hero said, in his
cool and ,easy way. "There's no need of getting
on your high horse. Maybe I was a little too inquisitive, and this man had a perfect right to
call me for it. But it's all right now.· We'll
have a smoke, and call it square. Landlord, put
out some of your best cigars."
"Right yer are, Young Wild West," came the
reply, and the next minute a box of cigars was
being passed around.
Shortly afterward Wild, who ha promised the
detective he would follow him and Jfop on the
trail to Foster's ranch, called to his partners
and told them where he was goine: and in a little
while the three mounted their horses and were
soon on their way to Foster's ranch.

CHAPTER

VIII.-Hop and the Detective Meet
With Great Success.

HoJ> Wah and the detective put their horses
to a gallop as soon as they were a hundred yards
from the hotel. Hawkins knew about where Foster's ranch was located thoue:h he had .;never been
there. But while he was stoppine: at the hotel he
had heard it mentioned freQuently and be had
met Foster, the deputy sheriff and owner, three
or four times.
"Hop," he said as they were riding alone: the
rather roue:h trail, "we have e:ot to be pretty
careful. The outlaws know I am after one of
them and if they should happen ,to spot me I
mie:ht e:et. shot before I knew it."
"Lat allee light, Misler Hawkins," the Chinaman retorted reassurine:}y. "Ley no see us. Me
velly smartee Chinee. You knowee where um
lanch is, so when we e:ittee plettv close we stopJ)ee."
"Yes, that's all rie:ht. I know prettv near
where the ranch is, but not exactly. It is only
abou a mile out of town, thou11:h, so we'll brine:
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our horses to a walk in a minute or two and then ride on, keepine: our eves ol)en."
Hop nodded to this, and when they bad covered
a trifle over half a mile the two horses came
down to a walk, It was rather hilly in that section, and after riding across a wide hollow they:
mounted one of the hills and then were able to
see the house and outbuildine:s belone:ine: to Foster's ranch. Luckily for them there was a timber
strip runnine: all the way to the north side of
the house and almost touchine: it. Hawkins then
brought his horse to a halt and after takintr a
look at the scene turned to his companion and
said:
"Hop, I think we are in luck. We'll just ri~
to the other side of these woods arid then e:o on
up until we get opposite the house."
_
"Lat velly e:oodee idea, Misler Hawkins," was
the reply.
As both were satisfied to the arr.ane:ement they
lost no time in turnine: to the rie:ht. The strip
of woods was soon crossed, for · at the widest
Part it could not have been more than a Quarter
of a mile. Then the two kept on. keepine: a watch
all around tliem. Off to the rie:ht was an uneven
stretch of land with a bil?' patch of woods a mile
or so farther on. T11 the left of the woods was
a lonl?' level stretch, which was the e:razin~
e:rounds for the cattle belone:ine: to Foster and
-probably some of those his sons were stealinl?',
In two or three minutes the two decided that
they had e:one about far enoue:h, so they brought
their horses to a halt and dismounted. There was
so much undere:rowth in the woods that they •
could not see clearly to the other side. But by
walking alone: a little farther they found a place
that was not so close and then they saw •the
house they were so anxious to reach but a couple
of hundred feet distant.
"Here we are, Hop," Hawkins whispered.
"Now, then, suppose you stay here with the
horses while I creep throue:h the woods and do
a little spvinl?'."
"Allee lie:ht, Misler Hawkins," was the reply.
But Hop had no intention of remaining· there.
He felt that he was Quite as capable of doine: a
little detective business as Hawkins was, and as
the man was out of sie:ht he meant to e:o out on
his own hook. The detective did not wait a
minute, but started to make his way silently
tbroul?'h the woods. Hop watched him until he
was lost to view and then he listened to hear any
sounds that might have been made. But there
were none, so he came ot the conclusion that
Hawkins knew his business pretty well.
"Now, then," Hop muttered, under his breath,
"me e:o findee outtee somethlinl?'. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
He tied ~he horses to a couple of trees, and
then hurryml?' alone: for about a hundred feet
farther to the ede:e of the woods, he turned Into
it and proceeded to izo on throuizh. Reachine: the
edl?'e he found an outbuildine: that looked as il
it mie:ht have been a milk-house or a place for
storinl?'. The buildinl?' was probably ten or fifteen
yards from the kitchen of the ranch-house, with
two or three e:ood-sized'· trees standine: in the
space between them. Hop took a e:ood look
around before venturine: to come out of the thicket. Waiting a minut.e or twe the clever Chine•
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stepi:>ed out and made his wa v to the edge of the
brook. Hop stopped upon the stones and crossed·
the brook, and two seconds later he was at the
s ide of the little building. There was a pile of
rubbish there and crouching behind it he found
that he had a prettv g,ood view of the rear of '
the house as well as one end of it. He had not
been there more than two minutes when the
clatter of hoofs sounded off to the right. Creeping to the rear of the building he looked in the
direction the sounds came from and saw a voung
man who was undoubtedly a cowboy riding, swiftly tward the house. Wondering why he had not
seen him before the Chinaman moved a little
farther around and then noticed that there was
a hollow less tha.n a mile away. This satisfied
him that the horseman must have been in the
hollow at the time he was looking, so he gave a
nod Of satisfaction -and then watched until the
rider came up to the house. He went right on
around to the front, and then crept back behind
the pile of rubbish lil?ain.
At that moment he saw something moving behind the house, and looking closely he distinl?Uished a human form. It took him but a moment to satisfy himself that the detective was
there .and that he was creeping along toward a
window that was open. Hop watched him with
no little interest and when he saw him slowly
draw himself up and disappear inside the house
he made up his mind that the detective had plenty of nerve.
"He go in um house, so me 1z:o. too, so be," he
thought. "Me velly smartee Chinee."
It seemed as if he was afraid the detective
mi_g-ht get more information than he did. for
he did not hesitate to creep noiselessly toward
the house. But there was no one to be seen or
heard, and les~ than five minutes after Hawkins
had disappeared through the window Hop had
reached it and was in- the act of climbing, in.
The room was used as a bed-chamber, as the
Chinaman could see.
The furnishings were rather poor, and whoever
hau s1ep1, in me oed had not taken the trouble to
an:ange things after getting up that morning.
But this made no difference to him, ·and once he
got inside Hop made straight for the door that
must open into another room of the house. He
listened and could hear excited voices, though they
did not appear close enough to b~ in the adjoining
room. There was a key-hole, of course, and dropping upon his knees, the heathen endeavored to
peer through. He found it was dark on the other
side, so, of course, he could see nothing. Then
satisfied that the detective had left .the room by
that way, he turned the knob and softly pulled the
door open. Then he discovered that it was not a
room at all, but a hall that ran through about the
middle of the house. At the farther end was the
front door, and as it was wide open, there was
enough light admitted for him to see pretty well.
But the detective was not there. However, the
Chinaman was sure that he was somewhere in the
house. The voices sounded plainer now, which
told him that there must be a door open from the
hall. Hop crouched upon the floor and listened.
One man was talking now, and he was angry l\S
well as excited. When he heard him say that he
would avenge the death of some one Hop wondered
at first what it meant. Then it quickly came to

him that' he had heard of one of the Foster boys
shot by the cowboys.
"Me undelstand," he muttered, under his breath.
"One man gittee shot, and um other man comee
here lillee while ago. He tellee him father allee
'boutee. Um father velly muchee mad, so be. Me
knowee. Me velly smartee Chinee."
Not wishing to run any further risk, Hop crept
back a little, so if he heard any one approaching
he could slip into the bed-chamber quickly.
He could hear the ame voice, and by the way
its owner was going on it was evident that he had
almost lost his head. But after a while the voice
calmed a little, and then others began talking.
It was not long before he heard something el8e
that caused him to prick up his ears. The villains
were talking about the hold-up they intended to
make that evening. It happened that Hop and
the detective had reached the ranch shortly after
Hank Peter and his men decided to do a little
sleeping until it was time to go out and make the
hold-up. Foster's son arrived at th ranch, bringing the news that his brother had been shot and
killed not lon.s:t after this. Of course when the
young man told his father about it the rest were
quickly aroused, a1:1d they were all gathered in the
biggest room in the house, talking about it, when
Hawkins and the Chinaman came upon the scene.
Where Hawkin s was now Hop did not know, but
he was there, and he listened intently to everything that was sa id. Though they talked it over
in all sort of ways, he had heard ·enough when the
words reached his ear;, that the stage-coach was
to be held up just outside the Flat. Satisfied with
what he had learned, the Chinaman was about to
go back into the bedroom when he heard a squeak
somewhere close at hand. He looked up a nd then
saw a steep _flight of stairs going upward . Hop
kept his eye. fixed in that direction while he was
half into the bedroom, and when he saw a man
slowly descending he gave
nod of satisfaction,
for he recogni zed the lower extremities as belonging to Hawkins. Down came the detective, for it
was surely he, and stepping without a sound, he
moved slowlv in the direction of the crouching
Chinaman. Hop now arose to his feet.
Evelything allee light, Misler Hawkins," he
said in a low y,rhisper.
Hawkins gave a violent start, but did not make
a sound. Then he nodded and quickly joined the
Chinaman, after which the door of the bedroom
was closed.
"W:hat are you doing here, Hop?" he whispered.
"Lat allee light," was the reply. "Me wantee
findee outtee somethling."
"Well, did you find out anything?"
"Ye&, Misler Hawkins, me findee outtee velly
muchee."
"So have I. Now, the quicker we get out of here
the better it will be. But I was surprised to se~
you when I came down the stairs."
Hop laughed lightly, and then crossing the floor
of thtl bedroom, let himself out of the open window. The detective followed him, and then both
went straight for the outbuilding. Reaching it,
tl).ey paused and looked back at the house.
"Well, Hop," said Hawkins, with a riod of satisfaction, "I don't know how much you heard, but
I have 1earned two things that are worth a whole
lot to me, and I know they will be worth a whole
lot to Young Wild West and many others, too.
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The outlaw gang proposes to hold up the stage- fellows, and 11:ood-looking- at that, and their skill
.._-oach that is due to arrive at the Flat at six as cowboys was surpassed by few. To have one
o'clock. That's one thing I have learned."
of the boys come to the house while he was doz"Me knowee lat," Hop answered.
ing- in a chair and announce that the other boy
"Another thing is that there a1·e something like had been shot down was quite enough to startle
a dozen people living in the settlement who are him. As has been said, the cries he £ave on hearii:t sympathy with the outla?J gang, and occa- ing- hearing the news aroused the sleepin£ outsionally help them out by shielding them.
laws, and it was not Jon£ before they were as"Me no knowee lat."
se~bled in the room, listening- to his ravings and
"Why, that's _the first thing I heard when I got trymg- hard to find out what it was all about.
here. You see, as soon as I got into the house I
When he finally became more calm it was
went on upstairs, and I managed to get into a talked over, and then all vowed vengeance upon
little low-ceilinged room directly over the big room those who had shot the rustlet. It was not vet
where Foster was sitting. I listened at the door time for the selected band to start out for the
of the bedroom and heard him talking to himself. P}lrpose of holdin£ up the stage-coach. Five
He was writing down the nanies of those he could o clock would b~ the proper time to leave, !\O
depend on to help him out in the settlement, and Hank Pelter said, and when he suggested that
he was foolish enough to mention them aloud. I _t~e ranchman have a drink of whisky to steady
got out my :ootebook and pencil, and I took -down his nerves, Foster aJ?reed with him. After he
the names the same time he did. I felt very much had swallowed the fiery stuff, Foster turned to
obliged to him, of course, but it was not good his surviving son and said:
policy for me to tell him so just thin. I'll do
"Now, then, Dick, tell me all abou.t it."
that later on."
"Well, we were cau11:ht dead to rights dad"
"Lat velly goodee, Misler Hawkins. You velly was
the reply. "I didn't have a ghost of ~ sho.;.,
smartee Melican man."
"No flattery, Hop. I haven't yet scored the There were three of them, and they came out of
triumph I am hoping for.
have no real proof the woods just -a s "'e wer~ driving- along- a
that Hank Pelter is the man I am after, and un- small bunch of cattle that we had divided from
a herd belon11:in11: to our neiJ?hbor. We knew it
less I get it .it will be hard to make him con- • was
a risky thine: to do, but we have always
fess, for his appearance has changed so JTIUCh had
£ood luck, so, even though it wa~
since he committed the crime that it might be broadpretty
daylie:ht, we decided to £et a few of the
difficult to identiy him. · But I'll take him back cattle and
them over here. The first thin£
just ' the same, whether I am rig-ht Qr wrong-." I knew tworun
or three shots were fired, and then
"Me helpee you, so be."
"Come on now. We'll get back to the horses and · poor Frank threw up his hands and fell plumb
ride back to the hotel. I rail this a howling suc- to the £round. I saw the red blood on his shirtcess. I never dreamed of s •ch a thing a:s being so front, and I stopped lone: enough to see him
lucky as all this. I hope Young Wild West and twitchin£, and then I knew if I stayed there I'c'
his partners come back from the widow's ranch in get the same thin£. But I emptied the chambers
of my £un at them, dad. and I don't know
time to prevent the hold-up."
"Maybe we better lide to um lanch and tellee whether I hit any of them or not."
"Who fired first?" the old man asked, his eyes
Misler Wild 'boutee."
"A good idea. I never thought of that. Say, starin£ at his son.
"Frank did. He knew we were in for it. so
you could cut across about half a mile below here
let £0 a buJlet ri£ht away."
and get there in about twenty minutes. If you he"They
would call it self-defence. then," the old
remember, the trail winds around in a semi-circle,
and by going across a cattle range you could save man said, shakin£ his head. "There would be no
use of trying to e:et satisfaction bv going- to the
two or three miles."
•
sheriff."
"Me thlinkee of lat, Misler Hawkins."
"Now, we have e:ot. to do it as I said at the
"You did, eh? Well, you are a cute one, all
.
right. Now, come on. We'll get to the hor~es and start. We must wipe out those fellows."
"All right. You had better hide rig-ht here in
if you do this I'll ride on back to the hotel and
the house 1nd see to it that thev don't find vou
wait."
Hop nodded, and then the two crossed the if anyone comes looking- fo·r vou. I'll iro over to
brook and were not long in getting- to the other the village and I'll make out that I am surprised
side of the strip of timber. The horses were there and grieved to know that mv bovs were even susnibbling- at the short grass that grew along- the pected of bein£ rustlers. I think I'll be able to
convince them that it was a mistake, and that
edge of the trees, and both soon mounted.
Then Hop turned on down along the edge of you and Frank thought the cattle belon£ed to
the timber and was soon riding swiftly away. us."
The detective watched him until he disap"All rig-ht, Dad. But I don't feel like stayingpeared down a hill, and then he turned and start- here in the house all alone. ·u a crowd comes
ed back for the hotel, going by the same route over here looking for me I'll ,be able to hold
them off for a while and probably shoot a few.
they had taken in coming.
But they will get me in the end."
"I'll see to it that a crowd doesn't come and
CHAPTER IX.-Foster Reaches the End of
look for you. Now you do as I say."
His Rope.
"Well, I'll have a horse ready at the back of
Whatever he might have been. Foster was a the house, and if I think there are too man"
man who certainly was possessed of a strong- of tbem I am goine: to lie:ht out, and I · won'\
love for. his children. Both were strapping young stop until I get as far as the nal!' can take mP-
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There is no use talking-, dad, the .iig- is uo. in· side to have a drink.
Fo ter rode on up and,
my way of thinking-."
dismouiitin
hitched his horse to the rail that
"Hold on, Dick," sooke uo Hank Pelter. "l don't stretched g-,
along
the entire front of the
like to hear you talk that wav. You don't know building-. and thennearly
walked leisurelv inside.
everythin g that's g-oin' on around here. If I was
There were
five men there·, and when he
to tell you that there's a irovernrne nt detective saw that one only
of them was Hawkins he nodded
after me for sornethinl? I'd done before I came and said:
to these parts you would be surprised , wouldn't
"How are you? Haven't seen vou around in
you?"
a day or two."
·
"I think I would, Hank."
•
"Hello, Foster!" the detective retorted. act"Well, that's iust how it stands. There's a ing as if he
was really oleased to meet the man,
governme nt detective after me. and he's bent on which mig-ht be said
was indeed the truth. "No,
taking my life. But that isn't all there is to it. you haven't seen me around
Young Wild West and 'his partners are - here. cause I have b en stopping in a da~· or two beover with the Widow
and .it strikes me that thev have come to hunt Stephens. A sort
lonesome olace over there.
down the outlaw Q"ang- that so much has been but I rather like itof for
all that."
. aid about."
~
.The three cowboyg who had reoorted of hav''You mean that kid who is supposed to be the inB
shot one of the Foster bovs were not present;
champion deadshot of the world, or something
They had gone out some little time before to
like that?" ·
"That's just who I mean. Look at my mouth, notify the foreman of the ranch they worketl
upon. It happened that thev did not have to iro
::)ick. Do you see anything- wrong- about it?"
all the way to the ranch before they met him.
"Yes, your lips are swollen a whole lot, and and
it seems to me that vou have lost some teeth." they when they told him of what had haooened
and rode back with him to the ·
"That's it exactly. Young Wild West did it. hotel. turried
They arrived while· Foster and Hawkin
too. He hit me · with his fist and knocked my were
standing at the bar. The foreman the cowteeth out."
boys had brought with them lost no time in
Dick looked the picture of amazeme nt. and stepping
over to the ranchman . and taking him
finally turning to his father, said:
by the arm, said:
"Dad, is Hank telling me the truth?"
"Well, Foster, I'm sorry it hapoened . It was
"I suppose he is," was the reply. "I wasn't
sort of surprise to me, but a rustler has g-ot to
there at the time, but it seems that Young Wild atake
his medicine, that's all."
West was altogethe r too much for him. But
Foster
visibly. but bv a great effort
what makes it all the worse was that he had the he calmedtrembled
himself.
rest of the i?:ang with him and there were only
"Gentlem en," he said. turning- to the few who
three of four oi them."
"I can't understan d this." the young- man d~- happened to be in the barroom, "do any of vou
clared. '"If I had been there Young Wild West believe that my boys ever stole any cattle?"
No one said a word, and Hawkins. who was
would have died mighty Quick."
"Don't vou believe that, Dick." Hank declared. really enjoying it, puffed away at his ,cigar and
"You _iust meet that kid once and you'll change waited to hear what would follow.
"I'm an • officer of the law," Foster continued .
your mind. Wliy, the wav he looks at vou is
enough to chill vour blood. He never g-ets the showing a little anger. "Maybe I haven't the
least bit excited, and he's ouicker than a wink." right to arrest any one for _making such accusations , but I am g-oing to uphold ·the law,
"I'd just like to meet him, that's all."
"You keep out of his wa)', Dick," advised the just the same. If any one makes another remark to the effect that my boys ever stole any
old man.
But Dick could n<;>t be made to think the way cattle - or that I'm no good I'll arrest him."
"Shut up," the foreman retorted. "You can't . ,
the rest did.
"Well," said Foster, after a short silence, "I bluff me one bit. I dare you to arrest me."
"You're my prisoner," Foster answered Quickly.
think the best thing I can do is to ride over to
"Not by a jugful, I ain't," and as Quick as a
the Flat and find out what's goinl!' on. If I cari't
make them believe over there that' you thoug-ht flash the foreman seized him bv the throat and
the cattle you were driving away belonged to hurled him against the wall.
me, it will be mighty strange. I have been
• "Boys," he called out to his men. "jest tie this
sworn in as a deputv by the sheriff, and though galoot's hands. We've got enough ag-in his boys
I know I have· not been very sociable with the to make it safe for us to do it. This business has
people around here, I think · thev have enoug-h re- sifted out all right, an' we ain't makin' no misspect for me to take m v word for a thing of this take in this. Hurry uo, now, 'cause he's as slipsort. Now Dick, you do just as I have told pery as an eel."
you. I'll s;e you when I come back."
·
Foster really was Quite a powerful man. and he
"All right, dad," the son replied, forcing a came nearly extricating - himself from the grip of
smile. "You go right oh and do the best you the foreman. But the cowboys answered Quickly
to the call, and in less than two minutes he was
can."
.
Foster went out of the house- a few minutes a prisoner and had his hands tied behind · him.
.,
later, and saddling his horse. mounted and startNo one offered to interfere at all, and Hawkins
ed for the settlemen t. Things looked very dull smiled_ as he knocked the ashes from his cigar.
indeed as he neared the old-fashio ned structure
"Keep him right here until six o'clock, boys,"
that was called a hotel. A couple of men co~ld he said, nodding to the foreman and his cowbe seen sittin1r in front of it, no doubt wa1t- boys. "By that time we may have some of hi•
in1r for someone to come uo and invite them in- friends."
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"What 's t}, at ,·ou're sa ying?" -tlemand~d Fos- . heard the clatter of hoofs ahead of them. Wild
ter " · he ~tl'uirl!led to f ree himself.
reined in his sorrel stallion instantly, and the
"That's all right," was the reply. "I ma v as rest. came to a halt also. But they auickly found
well tell you that I know all about you and vour out that the horses were not comin£ their way,
- J!'ang, Not only have your two boys been steal- S? they at once continued on their way up the
ing cattle for a ·Jong time, but you have been hill. As they got to the top of- it they were
harboring a gang of outlaws. There are auite a in time to catch sight of the outlaws, who were
few others r ight in this settlement who are on• .iust disappearing a'round a bend. Riding on until
friendly terms with the J1'ang, too, and vou can they came to the bend, Wild listened, and · not
bet all your worth that there is going to be a · hearing the hoof-beats any longer, he knew that
clean-up· here before another day has passed. the villains must have baited.
Young Wil d \Vest is on t he job, and I'm he]pin£
"Now, then, boys," he said, in a low tone of
him out."
voice, "we'll wait here until the stage-coach arFoster turned deathly white and c,a me , near rives. The hold-up is 2oin£ to be made within
faintinJ?'. H e was led to a corner of the room, a couple of hundred vards of us, I am sure of
while the proprietor and the lounJ?ers talked in that."
whispers, and then Hawkins advised the cowThe words had scarcely left his mouth when
boys to take t hings easy until six o'clock.
the rumblinl" of wheels could be hea.,d in the
distance.
"She's cornin' now!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, for he was ealt'er to get into the fra y.
Nearer came the sounds, and .iust when i t
CHAPTER X.-The Clean-Up.
seemed as thouJ?h the outfit would come into
view the sounds ceased . Then a shot rang out,
Hop Wah reached the Lone Trail Ranch in followed by a yell.
·
Quick time, and lie was not Joni?' in tellinl!' Y oun_g"Come on, boys!" Youn!?' Wild West exclaimed,
Wild West the situation. The result was 0,at and away he dashed with the speed of the wind.
Wild and his partners mounted their horses and
A little the other side of the bend he came
vromptl y set out for the Flat. They arrived upon a sil?'ht that was not · altogether now to
there just about five o'clock, and when thev came him, though it thrilled him, just the ·same. The
inside thev found the barroom pretty well filled lumbering old stage-coach was at a halt. in the
with men · livin.12: in the neil?'hborhood. Hawkins middle of the road, and surroundinl?' it were half
met the voung deadshot with a smile, and out- a dozen men, all masked and with revolvers in
tinl1' out ·his hand , said:
their hands. So busy were the villains in what
"Shake, Young Wild .West! The clean-up has they had on hand that they did not hear the apstarted, I think."
proach of our friends until they were within a
"Is that so, Hawkins ?" and the bov looked few yards of them. Then Hank Pelter turned
around the room curiously, until his eves lil!'hted and ::.aw them swooping down. He l?'ave a startled
upon a helpless form sittin~ in a corner.
cry, and then turned his revolver toward our
It was Fm,ter. Ha kins called the boy a side hero and, pulled the trigger. Crack! As the
and ouickl v related t o him all that had occurred. report rang out Wild heard the hum of the bullet
"This is what 1 call pretty good," said the as it sped close to his head.
younl( deadshot. "I reckon we'll round up the
"Put down that gun, you sneakinl?' coyote."
J"l'lnJ?' in short order. Are you su.re you know he called out, level'inl?' his revolver at the villain.
about what time the st.age-coach is ~e?"
"Hands up!" roared Cheyenne Charlie, as he
"Yes, I have found that out. Anyhow, I have swept past the boy and rode almost into the
been here long enoul?'h to know without asking." midst of the astounded outlaws. Jim and the
Wild did not have am,thinl!' to say to Foster. detective were right after him, and though some
'Hawkins showed him the list of names he had of the outlaws attempted to flee, they did not
obtained in such a funny way, and Wild advised l?'et to the cover of woods. Thev were badly
him not to say anythinl?' about it until after the frightened, and threw- down their guns and put
outlaws had been captured. A little before six up their hands as they were commanded to do
the voung- deadshot and his partners mounted so. A feeble cheer arose from those inside the
their- horses, and Hawkin s did likewise. Hop, · stage-coach, and then the passengers began vilwho had returned with them, l?Ot upon his horse ing out. The driver jumped down and began to
and then th ey set out leisurely alonl?' the well- dance like a wild man. Then while Wild and
beaten trail. Half a mile out of the settlement Hawkins kept the villains covered, Charlie and
the y came to a place where the trail ran throul!'h Jim disarmed them, and with the a s,5istance of
a woods. There was a hill a short distance the driver were not Joni?' in t yin_g- their hands
ahead of them, and when they reached this they behind them. The masks were torn from their
came to a halt and waited.
faces , and when the driver recognized most of
In about five minutes thev saw the stage- them he looked somewhat surprised.
coach comin.12: in the distance.
•
"Hank Pelter, eh? An' Tim, too, Well, by
• "Come on, boys," the young deadshot said. in jingo. You can't tell who's who these days. But
l:tiis cool and easy way. "We don't know exactly jest . think of it. There's Foster, the man they
where the hold-up will take place. But I have was workin for, a deputy sheriff."
an idea that it, will be prettv close by. Keep
"Foster is all .right," our he ..-o answered, with
your eyes open, and don't ride fast. Let· me J?'O a smile. " He's a prisoner at the hotel. There's
ahead."
a few more to be looked after. too, and thev're
They rode leisurely down into the hollow and Jivinl?' right in the Flat. But leave it to us. We
were just descendinl?' another hill when thev
are J?'Oin.12: to have a clean-uo before sunset. You

)
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won't be bothered with an outlaw 1rang- around
here for some time to come, I'll warrant."
There were. only four t>asseng-ers, and they
were all strang-ers. Wild directed Hot> to look
for the horse;; of the outlaws. and it was not
long- before they were found. Then the villains
were forced to mount and permit themselves to
be tied upon the animals so they could not slit>
off and make an attempt to escape. The staJ;t'ecoach went on to the settlement, and behind it
came our friends in char.e:e· of the captured outlaws. When they drew up in front of t4e hotel
nearly every man, woman and child belon1?in1?
to the settlement were there to meet them. It
seemed as if a circus had struck the town, as.
Cheyenne Charlie afterward put it•. for there
was more cheerinl? and ·excitement than had
ever been known there before. Foster, who was
inside under the 1?uard of one of the cowboys,
heard it, and it sounded as a deathknell to him.
He was dra1?ged out, and then seeing- tp.at he
was about ready to collapse, Hawkins stepped
up to him and, t>ullinl!' a 1?Un, 'oointed it at him
and said:
~
"Now, theµ, my friend, I want to ask you a
question. Don't think that it will make matters
any worse for you by answering-. It is simply
a plain question, that's all."
,,
"Wha-what do you want to know?"
"Is there a man in this crowd who told you I
was after, him for a murder he committed in another part of the country?"
"Ye-es," came the quick reply. "Hank Pelter
told me you was after him, an' it was only this
afternoon that he fold me."
'
"That's all ·I want to know."
·
Then, with a smile .o f · triumph on his face,
the detective turned to Pelter and said:
"Well, I've got you, Jim Spencer. , I consider
myself paid for the time I have spent tn hunting- you down."
"You have got me . all right," was the reply.
"I'm 1?lad of it, too. because that means that
I'm not 1?oing- to hang you ri_g-ht away."
Hank said no more. He was very much dejected. Tim ·-and the others acted as if they were
ready to cave in. When everyone thorou1?lily understood it all half a dozen men Ja'Ot their horses
and . set out for Foster's ranch to capture his
son. While they were gone Hawkins Ja"ave Wild
the list of names, and then--the younl!' deadshot
began calling them out, makinla' it appear that
he wanted them to assist him. There were about
twelve names, and eig-ht of the men happened
to be present, and readily answered, not knowinll.' what was up. Wild got them in line. and
then made inquiries as to where the other four
could be found. There were volunteers there in
plenty, and when they offered to go and find them
' he told them to be off at once.
•
"Now, then, gentlemen," the young deadshot
said, as he faced the eif;!.'ht men, "I hardly think
you know wJiat is wanted of vou. But I Jl,m _g-oing to tell you something. You have known of
the existence of the outlaw band here for some
time, and in many cas~s you have lent them your
assistance. That means that you have got to
li,zht out. You have got to leave the · Flat, so to
speak. Maybe you have families here, or maybe
you · haven't. But it makes no difference. You
are Jfoin.e: to have a chance for your lives. We'll
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wait unt1 the other four ate found, · and then
I'll tell you what you have l?Ot to do."
It was something like fifteen minutes before
the other four were found. They seemed to be
suspicious that something- was wrong, but that
made no difference, for they were forced to come
to the front. Wild talked it over with several
of the citizens, and it was decided to 1?ive them
. two minutes to get out of plstol range. Then
if they showed· up again they would be subject
to be shot or arrested. They were put in line,
and taking- out his watch, Young Wild West
nodded to Hawkins to tell them what was ex- ·
pected .of them.
"Gentlemen," tt1e detective said, • with mock
politeness, "you h4'>'e l?Ot just two minutes to
get out of pistol shot. When Young Wild West
says the word, you had better see how fas you
can run."
,
.
There was a short silence, during which the
rascals made ready to s tart. They knew that if
they refused to do so they would run a big
chance of being shot down, for there were so
many standing about looking at them savagely
that such would likely be the case.
"Light out, you sneakinl!' coyotes!" the young
deadshot exclaimed, as he raised his eyes from
the watch. "You have l!'Ot just thirty seconds
to get out of si~ht."
The- outlaws leaped from the mark · and ran.
It happened that there was a hill a short distance away and the villains reached it in short
order and soon disappeared from view. A little
later the men who had gone to Foster's ranch
ca.me back and reported that Dick. the rustler.
had disappeared. What became of him our friend
never knew, nor did they, bother their heads
about the prisoners or those who had been forced·
to leave the Flat. After bidding Hawkins goodby and wishing him good luck in getting his
prisoner back to the East, they went on to the
widow's ranch, and the next morning set ;,ut in
search of further adventures.
,
Next week'seissue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE TREASURE OF THE LAKE;
OR, HOP WAR'S MAGIC TRICK."

KING GEORGE RANKS HIGJ:I AS SURE SHOT ..
King George, who is takinl!' his annual holiday
in Scotland-the only real vacation from his job
that he ever gets-has blossomed forth as one
of the best shots in his kingdom. His bag of
grouse on the great royal estates in the re1?ion
of Balmoral Castle has been better this SUll\ffler
than those of most of his guests or of "the oldtime sportsmen who spend the year round in
that vicinity.
'
Not only has the King acquired the reputation
of being a sure shot, but his companions have
noticed he always ta}ces· the most difficult birds
and rarely misses; and that he seldom merely
"
wings his game but usually registers a deadly ,,.
h~
.
The King does not believe- in the easy shootinsr
in vogue in some districts. and the system used
on his estates is calculated to R"ive the birds the
best chance, with a corresponding difficult chance
for the man with th.,e ,:un,
'
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The Young Fire Fighters of Oakland
By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story
CHAPTER V.-(Continued)
At Ieng-th they came out on Main street aiain
near its junction with the Boston road, in which
l'leighborhood stood the Oakland Academy, a hightoned educational estabrishment.
"Now, boys, we are going to march and counterma1·ch_ in front of the school," said Tom Sedley, "You want to do your best, for those fellows will be out in quick order as soon as they
hear the music."
,
"'
"Hurroo!" yelled McGuire. "It's small potatoes
we'll be afther making those stuck-up fire laddies
look like, so we will."
"Three cheers for Volunteer No. 1 !" shouted
little Hen Bumsted.
A volunie of sound broke upon the evening air,
and then, with th_e fifes a-tooting and the drums
Tat-tating, and the torches flaring, ,W1.ile the boys
...i,.pread out on the ropes of the engine and hose
reel, the procession approached the academy.
As ·Tom had said, no sooner was the music
heard within the school, where the. pupils werEl,
just leaving the study hall for their beds, than a
frantic rush was made for the wall that bordered · on the Boston road.
There they lined up like a flock of crows
perched along a fence.
To say that they were astonished at the glowing show that was drawing near is to put it quite
milill~
•
Some thought it must be a circu that was coming to town, only the procession was approaching
in the wrong direction for such a supposition.
Others were sure that it was some kind of political affair, though it wasn't the time of year
when such things might be expected,
"They've got red shirts on, and they're dragging some kind of a wagon," said Percy Jewett.
"It can't be that new boys' fire company, is it?"
"That's what it is," replied Nick Nipple, his
crony. "That's a hand-engine they have hold of."
"And they're coming out here to show off,"
growled the ¥oung . aristocrat of the academy.
"Say, fellows, just give 'em three· groans, will
you?"
So when Volunteer No. 1 reached the first corner of the wall they were n:ceived with a chorus
of hoots and cat-calls most hotrible to listen to.
And without a word of reply-for they had
been specially cautioned by their young foreman
as to what they might expect, and how as mauly
oung men they were to treat such an exhibition
of ill favor, they passed through the sarcastic
gauntlet and began to countermarch.
"Bah! What'll you take for that old se-~<>ndhand fire-plug!" yelled a voice, amid shout~ of
derisive laughter.
"Shoot the shirts! ' Where did you. get them?"
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"What a lot of guys!"
"Hi, hi! Get on to those grandaddy hats!"
And many other expressions not calculated to
make the town boys happy.
- "Now, boys," said Tom Sedley, leaping on the
engine, as according to arrangement the company stopped squarely in front of the main gate
of the academy, "three cheers for Washington
Engine Company of Oakland Academy."
The cheers were given heartily.
"Three more for Lafayette Hook and Ladder
Company."
.
Another outburst followed.
This compliment, paid under such adverse conditions, was received in silence by the- ;;tudents.
They were completely astonished, and it is only
fair to say that most of them felt decidedly
ashamed of themselves.
But Frank Spencer, a manly young chap, rame
to thei;r rescue.
"Come, boys, don't be mean. Three cheers for
V0lunteer Fire Company No. l."
The cheers w.ere immediately given with a
heartiness that showed the hears of the majority
of the boys were in the right place.
But even as the cheers died away on the night
air a different and dire sound took place. The
sound came from the center of the town.
Clang, clang, clang, clang!
.
lt was the deep-toned fire bell, rung for the first
time in years, and as though in defiance of its
warning a fierce, ruddy blaze of light illuminated
the sky in the direction of the river.

CHAPTER VI.
Fire! Fire! Fire!
Clang, clang, clang, clang, clang!.
The most terrible sound that can strike upon
the ears of a shuddering community at nightthe fire alarm.
·
As each clang broke in on the stillness of the
evening air the glowering light in the distance
seemed to grow brighter and the reflection in
the sky redder.
For a single instant, so sudden was the surprise, that school boys and town boys alike seemed
frozen into so many statues.
Tl,en the voice of the old vet., Ike Hurley,
broke the charm :
"Start her up, my lads! The call for you has
come."
Down leaped Tom Sedley, and putting his trumpet to his Hps, he shouted:
"Number 5, boys! It's the King Philip mills!
It's more than a mile away. We haven't a moment to lose. Run as if 'twere for your lives."
And they started at a wild pace, the hose reel,
being lighter, soon outstripping the machine, with
Fred Harper urging his fellows on like mad.
At • the same time every student disappeared
from the . fence like magic, and the whole mob
rushed pellmell for theh- dainty engine-house
where their apparatus was kept.
"Rush her out, boys!" howled Percy Jewett,
grabbing his fire hat from its peg in a closet.
"Don't let those town chumps beat us."
"Come on!" yelled Nick Nipple; "run out the
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hook and ladder. We'll give Washington a race bursting out at the rear of the building, lit lip
for the lead to-night."
its tide in red streaks.
"Yes, you will," retorted Percy, urgin~ his own
The general impression seemed to be that the
boys on with frantic eagerness, for he didn't pro- warehouse was doomed.
pose to let Nick get the best of him.
Indeed, it did not appear that human skill or
"That's what I said," said Nipple, defiantly. effort could possibly save it.
·
"That's right, my daisies, start her out there I
A ~reat chee~ rose from tlie crowd assembled,
Hurrah! Let us know when you're coming, will
you?" he yelled to Percy, as his more active crew and echoed far and wide, as the hose reel and
succeeded in getting the hook and ladder truck then the engine of Volunteer No. 1 came rattling
throu~h the door in adv.ance of the Washinrlon up.The mill
company had provided two fire plugs
engine-and its hose reel.
''Are you going to let Lafayette beat you you for just such an emergencY. as the present, and
chumps?" shouted Percy, tearing about like an the way those brawny boys got at one of them,
angry bull pup. "Out with her! Have you gone · and attached onto their engine, opened the eyes
to sleep, Will Drake? Don't you hear the fire of the onlookers to the great value of even a
boy's company in their 4_our of need.
bell?"
In an incredibly short time, under the experiClang, clang, clang, clang, clang!
Washington was out in the road at last, with enced direction of Ike Hurley, and the well-diLafayette truck -a hundred yards in advance, rected commands of their brave young foreman,
while Volunteer No. 1 was more than a block a powerful ,.litream of water was turned µpon the
fire, blotting out at the first whack a great red
ahead.
tongue of fire that was. licking up the outside of
But how those boys did run I
.
The three fire companies were certainly doing one of the second-story windows.
their level best, urged on by the excitement of
The flames, evidently kindled in more than one ·
the occasion and extending glare of the distant place, were having it all their own way, and more
blaze, and the solemn tones of the fire bell.
than one spectator, as he glanced up at the big
Men and women appeared at the windows of building, shuddered at the thought that perhaps
their houses, and further along at the windows a human life might be lost before the fire fiend
and doors of the stores not yet closed for the could be got under control.
night.
And now up came Lafayette hook and ladder,
People rushed into the streets, some hatless which had easily beaten its rival, much to Percy
and mi us even their coats, for the blaze looked Jewett's disgust. He had howled at and abused
to be a formidable one, and such a calamity had his crew all the way from the ~cademy.
not occurred in Oakland within the memory of the
Tom Sedley at once called on Nick Nipple to
oldest inhabitant.
break in one of the lower doors with his axe, and
"Fire, fire, fire I" resounded on the air from a also asked him to plant a ladder so tliat Volunscore of throats.
teer No. 1 could get its stream up to the second
Boys of all conditions and sizes, from the little floor.
urchin of Mrs. O'Reilly, the washerwoman, to the
But right there was where the academy boys
well-dressed little gentleman whose parents didn't
had the advantage of the town lads. And from
happen to know he was out.
All were hustling toward the river and the con- Nipple's actions they seemed disposed to keep it.
flagration as fast as they could make their legs of He made no effort to get the ladder to the aid
the Volunteers. They belonged to the academy,
go.
and he intimated that only the academy compa"Clear the street!" yelled several bystand&rs. nies
were going to use them. The town boys
"Out of the way! Here's Volun,teer No. 1."
could go and get their own ladders if they wanted
There was a general scattering, as with a clang- them so badly.
ing of her engine bell, and the shouting of Tom
Sedley and the old vet., Ike Hurley, the new fire theThis was an unexpected and fatal difficulty in
way of the two engine companies working tocompany came dashing down Main street at a gether,
as it was expected they would, that, that
dead run.
had not been thought of.
'Turn this way!" cried Tom, pointing with his
But Ike Hurley wa!j equal to the emergency.
trumpet to Prospect street, which was one of the
He ordered the ladders out in short order, just
streets which led to the river. "Rouse her up,
as Washington Fire Company dashed up. Nick,
boys ! It's a ter.rible fire we're up against!"
And they did rouse her up as they swept around of course, appealed to Percy, and Percy made a
the corner and the scene of the blaze burst upon stout kick.
"Those are our ladders," he howled, shaking
their excited view.
It was not the mills but the war ehouse, a block his fist at Tom Sedley. "You have not any right
south of the mills, that was on fire, and the to use them."
flames were bursting from every window on the
"Shut up, you bantam cock!" said Hurley.
second story and from several on the third, while ."Don't you see we must get at the second story
dense volumes of smoke rolled heavenward, •and with our stream? What ails you?"
more could be seen sifting from tht winnows on
"Get your own ladders."
the fourth floor.
"You ~t your water on if you want to be of
A crowd of people were already gathered at all any use f" snorted Hurley, turning on his heel,
points of vantage. It was a great sight for those leaving the foreman of the academy fire-fighter•
who had noth~ at st.ake.
in a white heat of anger.
The swiftly fl.owing waters of the river seemed
.tumed into a bloody froth, where the flames,
(To be continued.)
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.GOOD READING

:

THE "DARK DAY" IN 1780
"The man in the street," said the statement,
The so-called "dark day" was May 19, 1780. "may get some idea of the importanc~ of this acBeginning saddenly at 10 in the morning of that complishment when he knows that the Fire Deday, which fell on Friday, an extraordinary dark- ., partment of the city relies on New York Edison
ness enveloped all the New England States. The service for the pumping of water, and that any
sun was blotted out as if by a local eclipse with- interruption in this service during a fire which
out a corona showing. The chickens went to roost would lower the pressure of the water available
the birds flew to their :riests and the cattle went for the Fire Department would impose a penalty
to their stalls. So complete was the darkness of $400 a minute on the company for the entire
that pedestrains were unable to make their way period during which the water pressure was in-about the streets without lighted fagots. This adequate.
condition. conti?J-';led until moo~light, no stars or
"UJ? to two years ago the highest pressures
:moon bemg V1S1ble. The belief that the earth used m underground cables in America did not
was doomed to destruction spread far and wide. exceed 33,000 volts. In that year the New York
Heavy thund~r crashed from dense massed banks .Edison and its allied companies placed in service
of cloud~, without any accompanying lightning, a new type of cable operating at 45,000 volts.
and a thick, gummy black rain fell.
Recently another company installed a 66,000 volt
underground cable, which is at present the most
pow_erf1;1I line • ~f its kind used commercially.
SEE}{ SUBSTANTIAL DOLLAR BILLS
. Intensive studies to find out how to make th~ $1 ~h1le m the mmds of some engineers there is
bills last longer are .being conducted jointly by the still doubt about the practicability of using such
Bureau of Efficiency and the Bureau of Stand- high pre~sures in underground cables, the New
ards. The Government manufactures twenty car- York Edison Company, by ordering a cable of
~wice the present maximum pressure, has placell
loads of these bills a year, but, due to the quality m
he field of everyday practical affairs an elecof the material now used, they were out souner trical accomplishment which
h~etofore has been
than the experts think they sh-Ould, and must be confined to the realm of imaginative
literature.
replaced.
•
"The engineering achievement involved in the
The paper used is made from rags, about 75
per cent. linen and 25 per cent. cotton; but a t the installation of a 132,000-volt cable .underground
rag supply is under constant st r ain, experiments becomes apparent when it is known that to transare being carried on to see if the Government can- mit power at such high voltage overhead would
require the conskuction of steel towers of windn?t employ other _bases, such a s wood pu!p, ma- mill
construction, each the height of a sevenmla hemp, an African gras s called esparta, ramie
story building, at intervals of 600 feet on the
and Kansas wheat straw. r
Hardships which paper undergoes at the Bu- streets of the Bronx.
"It would be necessary to build at the top of
reau of Printing and Engraving are bei11g studied. Veteran printers declare the paper gets these towers great cross-arms carrying strings
"tired" under the process it constantly goes of nine or ten porcelain insulator disks, each
through while being made into money. It must be st:r:ing about six feet long and supporting a single
wetted, printed, dried, wetted again, printed on wire, and there would be six such overhead wires.
th_e other side, artificially dried again, printed In place of this avenue of bullcy steel structures,
again, and counted a hundred times. The prin- the new cable, which with its insulation will be
ters say it should be allowed to rest, to cure and only three inches diameter, will be placed in concrete ducts four or five feet below the surface
to age between these processes.
The bureau has its own paper making machine, of the ground, and the passes-by will not even
(
which can produce paper from various materials. know it is the1·e.
"The cable to be used for this purpose is known
It has machines for testing papers, that fold
them until they break · and count the number of as the Pirelli type, patent rights on which were
folds; that rub them until a hole . comes and re- recently secured by the General Electric Comcord the endurance, and that pull strips of pa- p~ny from the internationally :amous \talian elctr1cal firm of that name, and embodies in its conper in two and. measure their strength.
struction the latest inventions in design of underground cables for very high pressure.
GIANT CABLE FOR CITY'S POWER
The New York Edison Company announces
that it has placed with the General Electric Com"Moving Picture Stories"
pany an order for a new underground ower cable
line to connect ' its gene1·ating stations in the A Weekly Magazine De-:oted to Photoplaya and Player,
Bronx, New York City. It will be operated at
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
132,000 volts.
This is twice •th voltage of the greatest powerEach number contains Three Stories of the Best Films
carrying cable at the present time and four times on the Screen- Elegant Halt-tone Scenes from the Play,
the voltage of the greatest power-carry cable in -Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the
Films- Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studio
this country two years ago. It will be three and
Lessons in Scenario Writing.
inches in diameter and will run in concrete ducts
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
four or five feet below the ground. It will cost
approximately $2,500,000.
166 West 23d Street
New York Cit1.
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ilAS LONGEST LOCOMOTIVE
The longest raitl'Oad locomotive in the world,
the result of much experimenting by the Fo~d
Motor Company, is ready for a test run. It ~s
electrically driven and has power te pull a tram
one and a half miles long. It has an over-all
length of 117 feet, equivalent to a train of· three
freight cars.
.
The new locomotive was taken from the Highland Park plant to the River Rouge yard:5 of ~he
Detroit Toledo & Ironton July 15 and 1s bemg
groomed for a trial run. The test is expected
to be made before the end of the month.
The locomotive is of heavy steel construction,
w~ighing 372 t ons. A maximum of 5,000 horsepower is always available and the maximum speed
will be about thirty-five miles an hour, the unit
being designed especially for heavy freight service. It is the first locomotive to be built for operation with high volts takeri directly from the
line.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
LAUGHS

GUM F OR GERMANY
American chewing gum is going to help Ger"So young Biffens married beneath him, did
many pay her reparations. To meet the European he?" "Yes; the girl lived on the fi rst floor of the
demand for this country's chief recreational utod- same apartment house."
uct a factory is to be established at Frankfort,
Germany, by Ame1ican interests. Germany, through
EmployE'-r-want more pay? Why, I only hired
its tax on such commodities, will reap a share of you last weekL Office Boy-Yes, but it costs me
the profits .from the enterprise. Two things in- m<Jre to live no,· · I u sed to let my mother cut
duce the starting of a gum factory there; the my hair 'fore I g 0t thi job.
high import taxes levied on chide here and the
increasing demand throughout- Europe for chewDoctor Busler~How is you r practice? Doctor
inging gum, which has be~n popular ever since Grassier-First-rate; it couldn't be better. I had
it was introduced by the American military and more than twelve hundred patients last yea-r , and
n aval forces.
didn,'t lose a single cent.

------

TURKEY TO ISSUE NEW STAMPS
Work will soon be begun on the new Republican
postage stamps of Turkey, which an Eng!ish firm
is to manufacture. It is planned tQ make the
new stamps an ·artistic contribution to philately.
The designs will show a portrait of the p resent
President of the Republic, Ghazy Kemal Pasha;
a view of the valley of Kizil Irmak 'and pictures
of the old Fortress of Angora, the famous white
wolf of Turkey and different historic events of
the country.
The new issue of stamps will be solely designed
by Turkish artists. Foreign artists and designer s
are strictly excluded from the competition.
STEAL SAFE AND $36,000
Thieves jimmied a window, entered the home
of Albert Sobey on Syracuse avenue, Syracuse,
N . Y., and carried away a small safe containip.g
about $36,000 in cash, jew.elry and securities.
Mr. an.: Mrs. Sobey and family had been a bsent
but an hour while th~y motored to a friend's
home returning at 12 :30 o'clock. A large automobiie was seen to Eh:ive slowly up and down the
• street shortly before t he robbery was reported,
b ut no description could be obtained of the occu-·
pants.
T he loot consisted of $800 ·n cash, $5,000 in diamonds and $30,000 in foreign bonds and securities.

Mother-Tommy Wilkin s is the worst boy in
scnool, Arthur, and I want y ou to keep a s far
from him as possible. Arthur- I do, ma-he
stays at the head of the class all the time."
Peck-I'm surprised that you should lose your
self-control, Maria. That's something you never
saw me do. Mrs. Peck-You lost control of yourself the day I married you. Now hold your
tongue.
"I'm thinking of touring in South Africa next
season," remarked a tragedy actor. "Take my
advice and don't!" replied the, comedian. "An
ostrich egg weighs from two to three pounds."
Mothe,r -Sometimes there are rude boys in Su~
day school who giggle and smile at little girls,
and sometimes little girls smile back at htm, but .
I hope my lit tle girl does not_behave like that.
Small Daughter-No, indeed, mamma; I always
put out my tq_ngue at 'em.
"Oh, yes, my husband is an ehthusiastic arch:eologist," said Mrs. Smith. "And I never knew
it until yesterday. I found in his desk some
queer-lcoking tickets with the inscription 'Mudhorse, 8 to l.' And when I asked him what they
were, he said they were relics of a lost race.
I sn't that intel'esting:''

t
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CURRENT NEWS
•<
I

SING

SING REBELS WHEN NEGRO IS he was several thousand dollars short in his acAPPOINTED PRISON GUARD
counts. Copyright collections would not tally and
After Sing Sing officials · had appointed Harry the company that bonded the old doctor had to
N. Quarles, of Bro.oklyn, as guard for the peni- make up the loss. Congress, against all tradition,
tentiary, they leuned on his arrival at Ossining simply made Spofford assistant librarian for life
that he was a negro. Race feeling promptly and appointed another man with better bookspread alI}ong the I?risoners, who let it be known keeping , ability as chief.
that they couJd not expect to be satisfied with
Rucker thereupon started to hunt out the lost
the atrane:emen.t.
·
•
. ·. money. • He kept fihding it, a few hundred dolW:arde? Lewis E. Lawes con~ulted the c1v~\..1ars here, a thousand there, tucked away in -forse.rv:ice hst and. found- Quarles hsted among the gotten corners, under papers or · between books,
eligible meJ?,, W?,th no ref1:rence to coloi:. After. where Dr. Spofford had placed it. thoughtlessly.
a consultation it 'Yas decided that bavmg b&en He sal,vaged one package of notes worth $2,800
summoned from bis home, 5~0 .Clas~on avenue, from behind "Ten Nights in a Barroom." When
Brooklyn, Quarles would be gi_ven a J_ob, but not that night he returned jt to the librarian the old
that of ~eeper. H_e was appomted mght watch- gentleman fainted dead away with delight.
m~m outside the p~son walls.
Eventually all the money was found and Dr
Spofford's integrit7 was entirrJ.y cleared.
NOTICE OF SALARY 'RAISE RECEIVED 30
YEARS LA~E
1
Notification that he had been granted a substantial advance in salary failed to arouse Sheriff
GIANT ANIMAL BONES FOUND IN
Peter Gunn, of Edmonton, Alta., to any unusual
FAR WEST
pitch of enthusiasm-not that he did not appreTwo prehistoric skeletons, more than 80 feet
ciate the liberality of his employe, but rather due in•length, recently were uncovered near Hoquiam,
to the fact that he will never · reap the fruit of Wash., by workmen in a railroad cut. The, Rev.
the "increase."
•
J. Herbert Geoghegan of this city, who exam. The notice of his salary raise came to the sher- ined the find, pronounced the bones those of diiff in a letter from the north country written nosaurs, ichthosaurs or pterodactyls.
1
nearly thirty years ago. By some trick of fate
The skeletons were imbedded in 40 to 60 feet
the letter had gone astray.
·
of limestone deposit and were partly petrified.
It was dated January 6, 1896, and was w1·itten The railroad excavation cut through the animals'
by Ewen Macl),onald, at that time manager of ribs which could be seen extending for a disthe Peace River district for the Hudson's Bay tan~e of several feet in parallel lines.
Company. Gunn, then comparatively young, was
No skull was found, but
long tearing tooth
employed at the company's post at Lesser Slave discovered among the debris was taken 11s indiLake.
eating that the animals were carnivorous. The
The hardy Scotchman, MacDonald, long since ribs vary . from £hree to 12 inches in thickness,
dead, informs Mr. Gunn in the letter that his· while a portion of a shoulder blade is four feet
"services have been highly satisfact~;Y," a1;1d tha,~- long and five inches thick. Knee joints and other
~s a resu~t he ha~ l:reen awarded ~ magmficent ~ones discovered va.r y in size from several feet
mcrease m -Eng_bsh go~nds sterlmg. Just bow to only a few inches in circumference.
much the "mae:mficent ' increase amounted to Mr.
"
·
• d"
·
h
·
Gunn declined to divulge, but i,t caused the sberiff
The~ charac_!;er ?f the rock .m ~cates t at 1t
to chuckle
was once sea or river bottom, which through a
. ~
______
fault had been overturned," said Mr. Geoghegan.
"The layers of strata· have been up-ended, leavNEGRO . SAVES DAY
ing the animals lying in an unnatu:ral position.
Hamilton Rucker has left the Library of Con"The upheaval which placed the bones on the
gress after 45 years of service. This old negro top of a high -hill probably , took place at the
was one of the ·most trusted employees in the ·lib- time the Cascade range was formed.
rary and his career was of such interest that now,
"The animal was a vertebrate, and probably
upon his retirement, he is settling down to write stood
40 feet high, counting the long expanse of
his memoirs.
·
His application for the library job was in- neck found. The classification of the bones could
be determined more exactly if we ~ould locate the
do]iSed by "Uncle Joe" Ca.I).non and Judge David skull
of one of the beasts. ·
Davis of the · Supreme Court: When he began
"This entire country appears to have been tropwork in charge of bound newspaper volumes, the
Libr~ry of Congress was situated in a few spare ical or subtropical in character, and the absence
rooms on an upper floor of the CapitoT. He hes of rocks and -gravel proves that the glacier which
\ived through its growth into its present monu- covered the northern part of the continent at one
time, -never touched this section.
-:mental home with its millions of volumes.
Probably the brightest . spot in his long recol"From the character of the soil, ·either river
lection was his search for lost copyright notes or ocean bottom, I am inclined to believe the
wbich, in absentmindedness, Dr. Ainsworth Spof- animals were ichthosaurs, or maritime reptiles,
ford the librarian, bad .misplaced. One year, in rather than the dinosaur, land reptile, or pteromaking up bis annual report, Dr. Spofford found dactyl, flying reptile."
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WORK & WIN

FROM ALL POINTS

Stori.e s About Fred Feamot
BEAT DOGS TO DEATH
Three valuable bird dogs, beaten to death with
a baseball bat, were avenged by Recordel' Dawson of Bloomfield, N. J., when he fined Albert
Nagy the maximum penalty ?f $100 and cost:,. In
imposing the fine, Rawson said he had ~ever heard
of a more brutal case of cruelty to ammals.
Nagy's wjfe received ~ suspended sentem'•! '.ln~l
decision was reserved m the case of . Wallace
Riper, charged with turning the dogs over to
Nagy for killing.
SAVES BOY FROM SEA, BUT IS ROBBED
OF $200
Walter B. Power of Monclair , N. J., plunged
s ixty feet from the deck of a steam ship to rescue
a drowning- boy, but was rob.bed of $200 while
engaged in his heroic act.
Power, who is we11 known in the summer '.Qlony
a t Digby, N. S., was aboard the Cit!! of Bo-~ lon
on Aug. 2 when the cry "Man overboard" st:irtled
the passengers two hours out of New York. H~aring a woman scream that her son had ~oppkd
from the deck, Power snatched off his coat and
shoes and dived into the sea.
For more than twenty minutes he battled the
waves with the young boy in his arms while waiting for a small boat from the vessel. The two
were rescued put when Power picked up his .:oat
J,e found that all hi.s money had been taken.
News of the theft, which has stirred muc:, fu·ling in the summer colony, came through Charles
P . Power, an uncle, who related the inc1de11t.
Young Power had kep~ the d~tails quiet.
AN INDlAN GRAVEYARD UNDER BEAN
PATCH _
An ancient lnctJ.an graveyard, believed to anted a te the California mission period, was discovered
recently near Purissima mission .in the Santa
Ynez ·valley near Santa Darbara, Calf., by Don
Meadows and Ray Gruwell, Orange, Calf., resea r ch v:orkers. A number of prehistoric specimens, including several Indian skeleton s, skulls,
b ads and arrowheads, were obtained.
The burial plot, once a "happy hunting ground"
of the bronzed warrior of tl,e West, was situated
in the center of what was a lar ge bean patch,
which, up to the time of the discovery, completely
oblit erated all t r aces of the important find.
According to Meadows, they dug through three
d ifferent layers of graves, each from three to
four feet in depth. It is possible that there are
other graves below, he said.
The braves were buried in a sitting posture
with the knees crooked beneath the chin. Of
forty skeletons which were unearthed, every one
was found facing the west-toward the setting
sun.
Abovj! each grave, a s a sort of partition between it and the one above, was found a limestone slab, s·e veral inches thick.

We can still supply the following numbers of the
"Fred Fearnot" stories:

Price 8 Cents Each
13:JG l•'red J,'euruut s i:ledt'Ch !or ::;u;,th; or, The Man Who
Coultl l)wt Ii" 1,·uuud.
1337 " At the l•'alr; ,,r. 8haklng Things Up at Shag•
town.
.
1338. " Huntl'tl; or, A Plot 'J'hat Wa& Harn ,o S01,·e.
13311 " and the Hoy Boxer; or, Giving a l'ugt111,t
Points
1340 " '.L'em1,1.,rance P1ay; or, Flghtlni: Drink with the
Drama.
. 1341 " D~ath Sll!le ; or, Do"·n the Grea~ Mountain
Flume.
\3-li! " Call h~·. Wlre1ess; or, the Friend Who Played
him raise.
1343 " nncl the Queer Quartette; or. J im, Jack, Joe
and J e rry.
134-l " and the Girl Telegrapher; or. ~•tghtlng che
Train Thieves.
134a " 'l'ry for t;oal; or, Winning In the Last Moment
1346 " Indian Boy; or Clvllu:lng a Savage.
.·
13-17 " Great sacrifice! or, All for the Sake or a
Friend.
,
1348 " onrl "Tlrecl 'l'lru": or, The Lnzlest Bov in Town .
1340 " Football Giants; or . Handling a Heavy Line.
1350 " Exploring Trip : or. A Week In the Crystal
CaTeS.

1351

"

1352
1:153

"
"

13M

"

and th, Fur Hunters: or, A Trip to Huclson·•
Bay.
•
,
Long Pass : or, The Play That Pu r.zled Alt,
and the "Dutch Flyer" : or, Up Against the
Champion Skater.
Mis tie Mark; or, Tbe Hlndoo 's Strange Warnlnc.

Ice Cutler; or. The Fastest Boat on thr T.ak!'
and the Bov Millionaire:• or. On the Rnntl
to Ruin·.
l3f>T " Hockey Winners; or. A Hot Game on thr l cP..
13"8 " - Fin-Mlle SlldP.; or, The Tobol!'gan in the
Mountain~ .
1359 " Werk of Danger: or, De11llni,: with the Wharf
Gani!'.
1300 " n the Gym; or, Winter Sport with Coll.-ge
Boys.
1361 " and thr Rurled Gold; or, Fighting the Mexican
Ranrllt~.
1362 " Ocean Voyag.-: er, The Mystery of Stateroom
No. 10.
1363 " Hundred - Mlle Race: or, Ten Hours on Rkate11.
1364 " and the Shipping Clerk.; or, Savin~ an HonPst
Hoy .
1366 " nnd "Har<! Luck Hnrry"; or, The Boy Who was
Always in Trouble.•
•
13G7 " LlghlnlnA' Drive: or, The Champions of tt,e
Rink.
•
13G8 " ond th e Indian Queen; or, Th e " Bad" Men of.the Tr11dlnir Post.
•
1369 " Cross Countrv Run; or, WlnnlnA" the Greet
Paper Chase.
1370 " TralnlnA" Trip: or, ln the South with a Baseball Nine
1371 " and Littl e Dkk: or, The Trials t't a Poor
Working Bo:v.
1372 " Ba~Ph nll Giants; or, Winning the Openlnir
Onmr.
1373 " Boy Lite- Save rs: or, Bra ve Work On the
B each .
13H " nt L o n<' Pin e; or The My s te r y of th e Moonshine
Ca mp.
•
1375 " Playing the Game; or, Out With His New Ntne.
1376 " Road Rid ers; or, Rustling With Roughs.
1317 " and the Batte ry Boys ; or, Arter the \Vha1·f Rata.
l 378 " Cle,·er C urr es; o r , Beat ing Ou t the Batsmen .
137!1 " Island Mystery ; or. Camping in Cana,la .
l !i80 " Boy Marvel; or, Bringing Out a Young l'itcher.
l!~l " Hard Pull : or. WinninA' th e Ringle Sculls.
1382 " Among the Poor; or, The Dark Side or Llte, ·
Any of the above numbers will be mailed to 7011
1M5

"

1356 "

posht&e free. upon receipt of the price 1n mone,.., O.I'

postage stamps.

,

HARRY F.. WOLFF, PUBLISHER. INC .•
166 ,veMt 23rd Street.
New York. ,N. Y.
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GET RID OF
W OODCHUCKS
Rocklan d Coun-

t y f a rmers . are

Blackh~ads-Aene·· Eruptions

...., a mong · those of
fort y New Yor k
Now Are Easily Removed at Home at a Small Costl
c,)U nties who have
Banish thoee unalghtly blemiehea euilY and qulckl7 Pl"!_PI••• Blao,.,.._,a, Ao- Eru/fdlon• on the
been killing woodby uainlf "CLEAII-TONE"-a. •imple home treat- face or body, Barbera lroh, Eoz-•• Enla,_ed
chucks by whole- · ment that hu cured chronic of lonir :rear• Porea,!,._:~lv or 8hlnv Skin-never mind how
T the 1kin l>ad-"
•-TONK" hail eo~th• worat- I ever
8tan din fl. U 18 Ilke •-II
sale. Ca lcium cy- e t water· .__,ea
aaw. Endonecl
b:r dnunriata, p
lc!ane, akin 1peclalleta,
clear, • m_o oth an<! without a hlemlah. Hu made barber• 1111d oftr 100:000lilen 1m Women teat..-, who
anide has been
many fnenda with men, women and children. eacee•decl with"CWII-TONIE"afterfalllnewitbever,-.
Ji l a c e d in the
Elegant for men ·after lhavin&'. If ~ have thmir el•e.
Send ....,,. toda:r for FREE Booklet, "A CLEAB-TQNE SXIN," tellinc how I
woodchuck,s' dens.
fr
eoNd IDJ'Nlf •It•• belac allllctecl for 15 year•• And I now enr:r - ~ e n t
M. D . Pirnie of
j
&;,&;,
9
~
~o='1~ICl~tb0 ~ ~IE"°:'l~':'.Gi:a~LD CASH , SAYS I CAN
the Agr icultural
.
•
E. S. GIVENS
188 Chernlcal Bull1llns
KANSAS CITY, MO.
College a nd M. A.
Stewort · of the
Un ited s ·t ates
Biological Survey
have been holding dem on stration
meetings in the
c0unties of t h e
State interested
Write to Riker & King, Advertising Office,, 530 Broadwa11, New York City, or 29
jn g etting r id of
East Madison ~treet, Chicago, for particul4ra about.advertising in this magazine
woodch ucks: ·
In many of the
NOTICE ·- Attractive young lady, worth
AGENTS WANTED
den s woodchucks
$25,000, w!ll marry.
Club, B ox 1022,
were found dead AGENTS-WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES, Wichita,
Kansae.
ilell Madison "Better-Hade" ablrt1 for
within t w o or
large M:anutacturer, direct to wearer. No
three f eet of the
"IF LONELY "Home Maker": hun. capital. or exper ience required. Many earn KARRY
dreds rich:· reliable, yeara ex perlence: deentrance, and the
$100 weekly and bonus. Madison Mfgra.,
1criptlona free. The Succesaful Club, Box
fi03
Broadway
,
New
York.
v::: st ma jority of
11114, Oall;land, California.
h oles w e r e unAGENTS
TO
TRAVEL
BY
AUTOMOBILE
TO
opened. T e s t s
>ntroduce our tast sell!ng, popular priced HARRIAGE PAPE&-20th year. BIi\' taene
n::> d.e at some of hou
with descrlptlona, photoa, names and adsehold n ecessi ties. The greatest line on
21'i cents. No other tee. Sent sealed.
the m e e t i n g s enrth. Make $10 a day. Complete outfit and <1reases.
Box 22811. R, Bo,toa; Kaai.
a
utom
obile
furnish
ed
tree
to
workers.
Write
•·how that only
y tor exclus ive territory,
American
th ree to five min- Pt oda
r od uct s Co., 4130 Am erican Bldg., Cincin - MARRY-Free photo11rrsph s, dlrf'Ctor:r .11n4
utes' u se of the nati. Oh io . .
descrlotlopa of wealthy member •.
wh en mftrrled. New Plan Co., Dept. ll
g as· is. necessary
NEW
CAMERA
tl\kes
and
finishes
photos
Knnsa.s
City, Mo.
t o kill t hem.
in one minute. Make mon e v selliilll' cam I t-is imperat ive
l'r as. or takh1g photos. Exclus ive territory.
Cr o wn Co., De pt. 967, Norwalk, Conn.
t o u se the utmost
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY wit.Ji
photos anti dPsc rl ptlon~ tree. Pa,. wb.-n
ca re in handling
marrlPd. The Exchange, Dept. 114:S. Kanan•
ABS
OLU
TELY
n
o
competition
B
elling
Va
lthi s deadly gas,
St ~, )e m illiner y. Ever y woman bu y s. Yo u _City. Mo.
Mr. P irnie cau- m ake $25 t o $150 a week. Write t or Spe<'lnl
t ion s. It . should Offer and Exclusive Territory. Val -Sty le Hat MARRY - Write for hl1r new directory with
photos and d E'&crlpt1ons. ll'rPP. Natlon11I
t lwa y s be u sed in Co. , A81. Val-Sty le Building, Cincinnati. 0 .
.A2ency. Dept. A, 4606, Sta. E., Kan• u
c!ry weather , a s it
City,
Mo.
HELP WANTED
fa liberated t oo
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWB.EBE.
n:.pidly for t he
Work home or traTel, experience unnecea- GJ!:T A SWEl':THEART . .Exch11n11:P. letten.
1;afety of th e user aar y. Write Geor ge R . Wagner, former ' Write me encloslnit stamp. Violet Ray,
Dennison. Ohio.
when t h e ground Govt. Det ective, 1968 Broadway, _N. Y.
i s wet. Cans o{ SIJ, 1' ERINO Mir ror s. French plate. Easily
calcium cyanide
learn ed; Immense oroll.ta. Plan s tree, Wear MARRY_:.Lon ely H Parts. join ou r cluh. we
hnvP n ~omo • nlon for yon , many worth
should never be Mi rror Works, Excelsior Sprinits, Mo.
from S~.000 t o $.'50.000. Dee<'rlptlons, photos,
c,pened in a closed
lntrorln ctlon s trPe. S!'nrl "n m oney. Stand PERSONAL
Rrd Cor Cluh. Grn:v~lnke. Ill,
room, he says, or A R E YOU LONESOME?
Wri te Betty Lee,
siured where th e
Inc., Rox 820 City Hn ll Statio n, New York S W F.ETHEARTS f or ever yhoil y. St amned
gas or ' fu mes· City. Stamp appr eciated.
en velones fnr propoM I.
The X.:lly Club,
·
could be · confined HUNDREDS ·seek in1r marr in,re. H sl ncne Sta ti on H. Cleveland . Ohio.
i11 any one place.
Pnclose stnmp. Mrs. F. Willard , 29~8
A n ·o r d i n a r y Broadway, Ch icago, Illi nois.
NOTI CE- Attract ive yo n ng htdy worth $25,-lespoonful of . LO NEL Y HEARTS- I have a sweetheart fo r
000'. 00 w ill m arry. Clu b, B-1022, Wichita,
K
ansns.
the
cyani d e
you. E xch nni,:e let ters: 10 11ke n ew fri end s
dump e d f a r E.lllcient, confident ial and di1rnilled ser vice.
be r s ever y wh Prl'. Eva Moore, Box 908.
into ea ch d e n JMem
SONGWRITERS
acksonvllle. Florida.
with a long-h a n-SE:'1.D TODAY t or free copy Writer'• DIg-eet: tells bow to write and sen ehort
dled -spoon is one LONELY-Little wi dow, t ired livi ng al one,
v<> ry wealth y, I rlare yo u write! M. U. stories, photoplays, poem,, 1on11,1. Writer'•
()f the best ·ways Club,.
Box 305-23, Sa n Francisco, Calif.
Dleest, G -22, E. 12th at.. Ch1ctnnat1.
«,f using it.
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"What Would I do if ·1-lost my job?"

W

HAT would you do? What would your
·
wife and children do ?

3uppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you any idea where ou could get another position?
You wouldn't have to worry if you were
a trained man. You wouldn't have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, .piling up bills,
finally willing "to do anything" if only you
•
could get on somebody's payroll.
Don't have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over your head fo~ever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well that your
services will .be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them I
Decide to-day that you are going to get the specialized training you must have if you are ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
jf you really try.
Right at home, in the odds and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can prepare for the
position you want in the •work you like best. For
the International Correspondence Schools will train

you just as they are training thousands of -other
men-no matter where you live-no matter what
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost or
obligation, and it takes only a moment of your time,
but it may be the mean• of changing your whole life.

· ___ .P:f.!!.i!..~'!..<J..o.!±Ji!..n.,..'IJ::E~.!..-~ ....:
INTERNATIONAi,. CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

a.. "89-D, 1,ranton, P•••a.

...."~~~!n~ i: J.~"::i!}:'i c~-::: !~m~ t::. !.::.au::a1i:'•

=~.':!.::

TRAINlltl:alec:~:
Adftrtlllns
Induotrial Kananmont
Bettor Latten
P e - I Orau!alUD
Sbow Card Lotlertns
Trame Manaaemont
BtenoJnl)h, and Tn>lnll
Buolneu Law
Enslllb
Buolnou
Banktns and Bantlq Law
ClrU Sentoo
.looount&no7(1Doludllllr0.1'.4.}
Rallwq Mal.I Clertr
Nlehollon COIi Accountlns
Common School Bub!Nta
Boottoel>lnlr
Hlrh !!ehool Sub!..te
_
Prtnte !leore&u7
O CarloNllla
DluatraUns
O l'nDoll
Spanllh
BWII.DON

I
l

COURIEI
oct!!.f~~~~!,~~NO INDUl81~1t'..t
Archltoeto' Blue PrlDIII

11:loctrtc Lich
Mechanical ~Jneer
Mocbanlcal Draftamaa
Machine Bho~ Practloe
Ratlroad Poaittona
Oaa lllnctno Operatlns
Cirtl Enatneer
uneytnr and Kapplq
Metallurgy
Steam Knslnoerlnll

•

ad1o

Name ..........•-

Street

Add.N .

Contractor and Builder
Arcllltectural Dratl,maa,
Concrete Bulldor
Structural ~ID11r
P~
Chomlat,.,.
ork
Automobll•
Airplane En1lnu
Nnlra tion
Av!oulture and Poullq,
Matbomati..

•• •..• • • - - - • - • - - - • • • • • - - - -

.................._ _ , .._

a4•M

.... ,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .., _____

C!~ ..............- ,..• - -..•--.......Stale.-.~................. _

L-.. ,v..,,..,,

Oceupatlon ...................................... ... ... .......................... ......................
P••ottt "'"'"" '" Oonado 111ou'4 Hnd t~W 00.,,011 ,o IN ,..,...,.
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WOMAN SPECIALIZES IN
SHRIMPS

Lona R ane •
4 or 6 in.
Barrel

6-Shol Flnnt

Perfected Revolve,
Sella else,.;here at$15. Qnicll
u a fluh, safe, irrut penetratinf power and true mark•manah1p. • tu• at. .1 er n lcke 1H. ae, aa, ze or
22 ••IIIMr, all same price. Satiafaction.or

Speaking of
strange
money baek. lDHO MIIIU. P,.7-tm&n'6-<ffl
profes~Jf: c:.i:awFM=:.-:.!
C•_,:p,. AUS
sions picked by
wcmen, Mrs. E.
C. Wilson has se- l~cted one of the
gu°eerest, and one
which takes her
into the Far
N' or th fog banks.
For Mrs. Wilson
i& a shrimp specialist, w i th a
nice little busi1,ess of her own
imd talks in terms
cf cases, carloads,
canneries
and
markets. Hurrying down from
Alaska, she will
110w sound out the
markets. in the
South, East and
middle states.
"Business is fa scinating," s a i d
Mrs. Wilson recE-ntly. "I love it.
I might not have
picked shrimps as
a choice, but had
it thrust upon
me three years
ago while planning menus and BY JUST WEARING irHESE
i; a 1 ads
for a
Southern univerA new Ir.Ind oC 1boe-sity mess hall. ultra•11.Jllsb-bao
lndalblo
ltffl arch 1upnort tb • t rt·
Now shrimps are lines
loot strain and rhea
mr, hobby.
·
~:~rtor
Jn!:Sf
'The fin est Quality FREE
and ahow
shrimps are those tbem to lrlends. EnrJ
wom•n wonts them at •·
Sty e Plu a Comfort ,
&ught off the ma.In(
low prices. There 11
$3,95, $4,95,
\
coast of weste!'n no eas1tr. pleasanter ••Ji to I And a f e w h is h e r
Alaska. The in- fl~~~r~ ~~,J\t fu111f~, : nd 11>1re tl~e. Mr,. White
c!ustry there 1 R
\l:1.~A
~~ 4:t1 a:~rnt 0wQ~~· 1! 6:.Jn co':~
nmnlty. J\lSt 1end name and address for comolete detaill
new, but growing -full
mp\e Une FREE. and bow to eel your own shot•
r 2 p i d f y. The FREE. ..Pay
nostm•n DOI ooe ...1. M&!I 1)0S(card today.
shrimps are fully Style•Arctt Sb oe Compa;Q, .,._,. 12.49 ClnclnaaU, Ohio
four inches long
and may be
gathered all year,
except in closed
s e a s o n s from
March to M a y.
The seafood is
Lovely Don. 12•in clws tnll, lo ng
caught by nets
RE AL CURLY HAIR, ro sy
rlragged on . the
bi SQUP face. J<,YES OPEN ,u 11I
-0 t tom
from
CLOSE; arms, le g s and lwnrl
move. Hunc\somc sty lish ,lrPss,
ships. At · th e
bonnet. shoes and stockings
cannery they are
that take off'. Alf,I, 1, 1\ E'yacked in ice and
for s<'l)ing only :rn 1rn~k ages Che wing Gnm at :;c
shipped in large
a pkg. " · rite to,l:i .v . containers to the B LUINE MFG. CO., 277 Mill St., Co ncord
consumers."
J ct., M!l~•.

:,r;:•r

You Want to Earn Big Money!
Ancl you will not be eatlsflecl unless you

earn steacly promotion. But are you
prepared for the job ahead of you?
Do you mea s ure up to the standard
that in s ures success? For a more re•
sponsible position a fairly good educa•
tion is ne~ssary. To write a sensible
business letter. to prepare estimates, to
figure cost and to compute inter est, you
must have a certain amount of preparu•
tion. All this you must be able to do
beCore yon will earn promotion.
Uany business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal
to a high school course. Why? Be•
ca use big business refuses to burden it•
self with men who are barred from promotion lly the lack of elementary education.

lfnollt$55 r, IUtdt

Can You Qualify for a Better
Position

FREE SHOIS_.._

:::~'tt~se

::.r.

J~:•

I

W-0 have a plan whereby you can. We
cun give you a complete but simplifted
high school course in two years. giving
you all the Pssentials that form the
foundation ot practical business. It wilt
prepare you to hol<l your own where
competition is keen and exacting. Do
not doubt your ability, but make up
your mfod to It and you will soon have
th e requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO
IT.
L et us show you how to get on the road
to success. It will not cost you a single
working hour. Write today. It costs
you nothing but a stamp.

American School
Dept.

H-684
Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago

················••r.·--·····························

anmtcan Scllaol, Dtpl Nell4 Drexel Ave. and 51th St., Chlr:ap

Send me full Informat ion on th• s abJ•ct checked and

llow you will help me win •uc coaa.
_, •.Ar chit ect

••••..Bualftffa Law

:::::::!~~n~~
=E~';t.::!r 1::::::~~4:"
Sftop Practice
•••••.A uto R e p airm a n
- ...Mecllanlcal En•III........ C lvll En&fn eer

••••••S tructural E naln eer

_ .... Busin••• Man..ce r

-·•··Shop Superintendent

...... Emp,oy 111ent M.....,
•.••.. s t-m IEnslnMr

. ..... C e rt. Pub.. Acc o unbnt ...... Forem•~•hl1t

-····J\ccount:iint & AucUtor
...... S anit ary Enalnew
•••... Bookkeep er
...... Surv.,...- a .... _...
•..... Drafl5m a n A D eslper ......Tel.A Tel.Ensf.....-

:::::::~--=~i,s~:::.::.:-: =::::r.:.=-'.:=:-······P • r -nal Analyaia

-

~-

Na,.. ················ - - •..• - - •·..• · - • · - • • -... . _
Addre•.. ·········•••••••-••-•• --..- • : • - - - • - - - -

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Uaefui, Instructive, and AmusinJt. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No,

1.

NAPOLEON'S

ORACULUM

AND

DREAM

BOOK.-Contalning the great oracle ot human destiny;
also the true meaning o! almost and kind of dreams,
together with charms, ceremonies an curioua games ot
curds.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-Tbe great hook of
magic nncl card tricks, c-ontainlng full Instructi ons on
all lending card tricks of the day, nlso the most popular
magical illusions as performed by our leading magi•
clans; every boy shonld obtain a copy of this book.
No. S. HO'W TO FLIRT. -The arts and wiles of
flirtation are fully explained by this little book. Be•
sides the various methods of handkerchief, tan, glove,
parasol, window and bnt flirtation, it contains a full list
of the language and .sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE ls the title of this llttl~book.
It contains full instructions In the art of dancing, etlnu<>tte In the ballroom and at parties, how to dress, and
full directions for calling ot'f In all popular square
dances.

No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE-A complete guide to
Jove, courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice,
rules and iitlquette to be observed, with many curious
Rlld intereRtlng things not srenerally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Givlng
full instructions for the use of dnmbells. Indian club,
pnrnllel bars, horizontal bnrs and various other metliort•
of developing a good. healthir muscle; containing over
slxtv tllustratlon8 .
·No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hllndsomely lllustratt>d nnd containing full 111structloM for Uie mnnn11:ement and trn!nlng of the canary, mockingbird, bobollnk,
h1orkbhd. pnrortnet, parrot, etc.
No 9 HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.RV Harry Kennedy. Every intelligent boy reading this
hook of instructions can master the art, and creatP any
amount of fun :tor himself and friends. It ls the greatest book ever published.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of RPlf-det.. nse made
easy. Containing over thirty Illustrations of gnnrds,
hlows and the ,Hll'erent positions of a good boxer. EvPry
hoy should obtain one of these UReful and Instructive
books, as It wUJ teach you to box without an ln-

WILD WEST .WEEKLY
L4TE8'1' ISSUES

1146 Young Wild W~st ancl the Reda1<ln Rustlers; or,
'
Saving the Cattle,
1148
Leading a Raid; or, Arietta and the Bars of
Gold.
1149 " a.tB!:.i'::'.e Camp; or, A Fourth of July on the
1150

"

1151

"

115? "
1153, "

1154 "
UM "
1156 "
115T "

1158 "
1159 "
1160 "
1161

"

1162 "
1163 "

11M "
1165 "
1166 "
1167-

1168

1169

"
"
"

1170 'I-

Cornered by Apaches; or, Arletta and the
Poisoned Arrow.
anJu:~r~tocent Ike"; or, Trapplnfl' a Tricky
Prairie Pnrsult; or, Arletta a Captive.
and tbe Texas Cowboys: or, The Scrimmage
with the Sheepmen.
Washl.t1g Out Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky 01,.
covery.
~
;Mexican Mlxup; or, 'l"D.e Sliver Mine Dispute.
at the Widow's Claim; or, Arietta's Brave Defense.
and th" Range Boss; or, Crooked Work at tile
Sleepy J .
C11ught by Savages; or, Arietta•s Daring
Rescue.
and the_ Mexican Deadshot; or, The· Shooting
M11tch On the Border.
at Hard Luck: or, Arletta and the Stream of
Gold .
Detandinll:' a Ranch; or, Besieged by Cattle
an~u~~~eri'iiner's Trap; or, Arletta's Great l'lhot.
at Ac<' High Fair; or, The Liveliest Time on
Record.
Risky Ride: or, Arletta and the Gulch Gani?>
Buckskin 'Bend : or, The Sherit'f's Big Mistake,
DoublP, Trlumnh: or, Arletta Savine: the Flag.
and "Cowboy Jack": or. SpolllnJ? a Ranch Raid.
Only Chftnce: or, A.rlettn's Quick Throw.
Desperntt' Charge: or, The Shot That Beat the
Redskins.
at Gild Dust Flat: or, Arietta and the Secret

Band.

'\

in Denger; or, Helping the Trapped Cavalrymen.
1172 " and the Dutchmnn's Claim; or, Arietta Defi>nrlinir Her T,ife.
1173 " Taming the Cowpunchers: or, Tbe Hard Cr~rwd
of Bull Tall Ranch.
1174 " A tter the ''Vultures": or, Arletta and the
Band ot Ten.
1175 " Calling the Two _Gun Man; or, Saving a Sher•
Hf's Life.
1176 " and the Boy Ranchero; or, Helping a Tenderfoot to ,Succ<>ss.
st~.;.t~i'. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most 1177 " and "Ginger Jake"; or The Boss of Gimlet
complete little book, containing fu)l directions for writ•
Gulch.
ing love-letters, and when to use them, giving specimen
1178 " and the Cb.Pctaw Chief; or, Arletta Defying
letters for young and old.
the Redskihs.
No lt HOW TO WRITE LETTEUS TO LADIES.
1179 " Defying an Ambush; or, Arletta Leading the
-Gl~lng' complete Instructions for writing letters to
Cavalry.
ladles on an subjects; also let,t ers of Introduction, notes
1180 " Saved By a Signal; or, ·Arletta and the Vanish•
nnd requests.
Ing Light.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
1181 " Double Suhffle; or, 4J'he Celebration at Buck•
- It ls a great life secret, and one that every young
horn Ranch.
mnn de81r<'S to know about. There's happiness fn It.
1182 " Capturing a Chief; or, Arletta As a Cavalr:,
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handScout.
_
hook for making all kinds of candy, lee-cream, syrups,
1183 " and the Lone Cabin; or, The Raiders of thaY
Gorge.
,•s~i.ce:s.etii:OW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of
1184 " Trapped in a Canyon; or, Arletta•s Swing For
th ebrlghtest and most valuable little books ever given
Life.
to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to be• 1185 " A.t A Redskin Pow-Wow· or, Doomed To Dia
come beautiful, both male and female. The secret is
At The Stake.
~lmple nnd almost costless.·
'-- 1186 " and the Doomed Mine; or, Arletta'e Life at
Stake.
No. 20.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
1187
Racing For a Ranch; or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
PARTY.-A most complete compendium of games. sports,
1188 " Marked By Mexicans; or, Arietta and the Senor.
<·ard diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for par1189 " and the "Sliver Kid," or, The Dandy of the
lor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains ' more
Gui.ch.
for the money than any book published.
No, 23, HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAlllS.-This little
1190 " and the Yellow Bull: or, Arietta's Daring Es•
cape.
hook gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, to•
1191 " Surrounded By Death; or, The Seven Sticks of
g-ether with lucky and unlucky days.
Dynamite.
.,.,,
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE•
11mN.-Cont11lnlng full directions for writing to gentle1192 " Staking a Claim; or. Arletta On Guard.
men on all Rubjects.
1193 " Greaser Chase: or, The Outlaws of the Border.
Ne. 211. HOW TO BECOllfl!: A GYJIINAST.-Contaln1194 " Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wfld
lng foll dlrectlon11 for all kinds of gymnastic sports and
Horses.
Rtheltlc exerclRes. Embrnclng thirty-five illustrations.
11!}5 " Booming a Camp; or, The Shot that Opened •
R:v Professor W . Macdonald.
Gold -¥J.ne.
•
1196 " and the "Busted" Mining Camp· or Arlette:
as
an
Auctioneer.
'
·
ror • ale b;r all new• dealer•, or wtll be - t to an:r
add- on receipt of prl..e, 10c, P« eop:,,
For sale by all newsdealers, or will .be sent to any atl•
ID mcmar or • tamp•, br
dre111 on receipt of price, 8c. per cop:,, In money
or postaire stamps by
_
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